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The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate 

potential synergies between an electronic way-

bill (e-Waybill) and other Intelligent Transport 

System (ITS) services. An e-Waybill service, as 

presented in this thesis, should be able to per-

form the functions of a paper waybill (which is 

an important transport document and contains 

essential information about a consignment) and 

it should contain at least the information speci-

fied in a paper waybill. To investigate synergies 

between the e-Waybill solutions and ITS servi-

ces, we present 5 conceptual e-Waybill solutions 

that differ in where the e-Waybill information 

is stored, read, and written. These solutions are 

further investigated for functional and technical 

requirements (non-functional requirements), 

which can potentially impose constraints on a 

potential system that should implement the e-

Waybill service. A set of 20 ITS services are 

considered for synergy analysis in this thesis. 

These services are mainly for road transport, 

however most of them are relevant to be consi-

dered for utilization in other modes of transport 

as well.

For information synergy analysis, the e-Waybill 

solutions are assessed based on their synergies 

with ITS services. For different ITS services, the 

required input information entities are identi-

fied; and if at least one information entity can be 

provided by an e-Waybill at the right location we 

regard it to be a synergy. The result from our sy-

nergy analysis may support the choice of practi-

cal e-Waybill systems, which has the possibility 

to provide high synergy with ITS services. This 

may lead to a higher utilization of ITS services 

and more sustainable transport, e.g., in terms of 

reduced congestion and emissions. 

Additionally, a service design method has been 

proposed for supporting the process of desig-

ning new ITS services, which primarily utilizes 

on functional synergies with already existing 

ITS services. In order to illustrate the usage of 

the suggested method, we have applied it for 

designing a new ITS service, i.e., the Liability 

Intelligent Transport System (LITS) service. 

The purpose of the LITS service is to support 

the process of identifying when, where, and by 

whom a consignment has been damaged and 

who was responsible when the consignment was 

damaged. 
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Abstract 

The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate potential synergies 

between an electronic waybill (e-Waybill) and other Intelligent 

Transport System (ITS) services. An e-Waybill service, as presented in 

this thesis, should be able to perform the functions of a paper waybill 

(which is an important transport document and contains essential 

information about a consignment) and it should contain at least the 

information specified in a paper waybill. To investigate synergies 

between the e-Waybill and other ITS services, we present 5 conceptual 

e-Waybill solutions that differ in where the e-Waybill information is 

stored, read, and written. These solutions are further investigated for 

functional and technical requirements (non-functional requirements), 

which can potentially impose constraints on a potential system that 

should implement the e-Waybill service. A set of 20 ITS services are 

considered for synergy analysis in this thesis. These services are mainly 

for road transport, however most of them are relevant to be considered 

for utilization in other modes of transport as well. 

For information synergy analysis, the e-Waybill solutions are 

assessed based on their synergies with ITS services. For different ITS 

services, the required input information entities are identified; and if at 

least one information entity can be provided by an e-Waybill at the right 

location we regard it to be a synergy. The result from our synergy 

analysis may support the choice of practical e-Waybill systems, which 

has the possibility to provide high synergy with ITS services. This may 

lead to a higher utilization of ITS services and more sustainable 

transport, e.g., in terms of reduced congestion and emissions.  

Additionally, a service design method has been proposed for 

supporting the process of designing new ITS services, which primarily 

utilizes on functional synergies with already existing ITS services. In 

order to illustrate the usage of the suggested method, we have applied it 

for designing a new ITS service, i.e., the Liability Intelligent Transport 

System (LITS) service. The purpose of the LITS service is to support the 

process of identifying when, where, and by whom a consignment has 

been damaged and who was responsible when the consignment was 

damaged.  
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Introduction 

In a freight transport, different types of documents accompany a 

consignment. A waybill, which contains essential information about a 

consignment, is one such document that accompanies the consignment. 

Information in a paper waybill includes origin and destination of the 

consignment, and information about the involved actors. An actor here 

refers to a person or company that plays one or more different roles. 

There are several functions associated with a paper waybill, such as, it 

acts as a proof that the consignment is or has been handled by an actor, 

if the waybill is signed by that particular actor. In cross-border 

transport, a copy of the waybill should by law follow the consignment, 

and for freight transport within a country, there often exist similar 

regulations based on the waybill. A paper waybill, if turned in to an 

electronic waybill (e-Waybill) will enable a paperless flow of 

information between different actors, which may lead to quick and more 

secured flow of waybill information as compared to a paper waybill. In 

addition, an e-Waybill may also reduce the administrative costs that are 

typically associated with paper waybills. For instance, costs associated 

with the same information being written on several waybills (for 

transport involving multiple carriers) and costs associated with storage 

of the paper waybills can be reduced or removed by using an e-Waybill. 

An e-Waybill can be seen as a service that has the potential to provide 

the functions of a traditional paper waybill and it is capable of storing, at 

least, the information present in a paper waybill.  

In transportation, there exist services known as Intelligent Transport 

System (ITS) services. ITS refers to the use of information and 

communication technologies in transportation to improve its efficiency 

and safety through improved transport operations, such as, using real-

time and historical information to reduce travel time, improve traffic 

flow, and reduce costs (Chowdhury and Sadek, 2003). The use of ITS 

services has a potential to achieve efficiency in freight operations and at 

the same time it may reduce negative impacts of transportation on 

society. The services can be implemented either standalone or as a 

group of services (i.e., as a package), which makes use of synergy 

between services. Synergies between different services can be achieved 

if they are able to share some common resources. Benefits of synergies 

between services can be reduced implementation cost and increased 
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effectiveness of the services. We believe, synergy can be achieved 

between the e-Waybill service and other ITS services if information 

entities and/or functions can be shared between an e-Waybill service 

and ITS services. In the literature (see, e.g., Balbo and Pinson, 2010; 

Crainic et al., 2009; Van der Perre, 2006; Talib et al., 2010), there exists 

research on synergies between ITS services. However, according to the 

best of our knowledge, there exists no study that concerns synergies 

between an e-Waybill and other ITS services.  

Achieving synergies between an e-Waybill and other ITS services can 

potentially increase the effectiveness of the e-Waybill service and ITS 

services in different ways. The e-Waybill service, if implemented by 

utilizing synergies with other ITS services, will possibly increase the 

benefits of an e-Waybill service, as well as, the benefits of the other ITS 

services. An e-Waybill service, if implemented alone, has the potential to 

contribute to a paperless flow of information in freight transport, by 

replacing the traditional paper Waybill with an e-Waybill. In addition to 

a paperless flow of information in freight transport, an e-Waybill service 

(through utilizing synergies with other ITS services) may provide 

benefits, such as, reducing emissions, traffic congestion, and the number 

of accidents, and utilizing the infrastructure and vehicles capacity 

efficiently.   

For ITS service providers, the total implementation cost of the 

services may be reduced if synergies are achieved between the services 

due to the possibility of sharing informational, functional, or technical 

resources. For ITS service developers, the benefits of sharing resources 

can be possibly to reduce development cost and time by reusing the 

already developed components (i.e., resources) in multiple services, 

where those particular components are required. For the services users, 

the benefits could possibly include reducing the cost of having multiple 

platforms for different services, i.e., achieving benefits of all the services 

from a single platform without having to use different platforms for 

different services.  

 The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate synergies between 

the e-Waybill service and other ITS services. To achieve this, first of all 

we identified five different e-Waybill solutions in the beginning of this 

research, which could implement an e-Waybill service in different ways. 

We then analyzed the solution-Waybill service to identify and utilize 
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synergies with other ITS Services. This chapter will provide the 

background to the thesis and present the related work to this research. 

The research questions, a description of the research methods used and 

a summary of the research contributions will then follow. 

1. Background 

A waybill accompanies a consignment and has important information 

about the consignment under transport. Often the term waybill is 

considered to be similar to a Bill of Lading as they both contain the same 

type of information and provide almost the same functions to the users. 

A waybill is a type of Bill of Lading. There are two types of Bill of Lading, 

i.e., negotiable and non-negotiable. A waybill (for sea, air, rail, and road 

transport) comes under the category of non-negotiable BoL (Dubovec, 

2006). A non-negotiable BoL has less legal functions as compared to a 

negotiable BoL. Figure 1 below illustrates how the different types of BoL 

are related to each other.  

Figure 1. Types of Bill of Lading. 

 

In case of a negotiable BoL, the owner of the consignment is required 

to present the BoL to the carrier in order to get possession of the 

consignment, whereas in case of a non-negotiable BoL, it is not 

mandatory to present the BoL in order to get possession of the 

consignment. The final receiver of the consignment is clearly mentioned 

in a non-negotiable BoL. Hence, the receiver of the goods (i.e. the 

consignee) has only to confirm his/her identity in order to receive the 

Bill of lading 

Negotiable Non- Negotiable 

Waybills 
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consignment. A negotiable BoL has the following three legal properties 

(Dubovec, 2006; Dube, 1998): 

 It certifies that the consignment as described on the BoL have 

been received for carriage. 

 It is an evidence that there exists a contract of carriage. 

 It is a negotiable document, i.e., the ownership of a consignment 

can be transferred between actors by exchanging the BoL 

representing that particular consignment. 

A non-negotiable BoL (i.e., a waybill), has only the first two legal 

properties in the above list (Dubovec, 2006).  

1.1. Waybill and an e-Waybill service 

A waybill follows a consignment (under transport) and it is a proof of an 

agreement of a transport and of its conditions (which has been agreed 

upon by the carrier company and the consigner). A signed waybill by an 

actor is a proof that the consignment has been taken over by that 

particular actor. A waybill contains essential information about the 

consignment (such as, its origin, destination, goods type, and goods 

quantity), information about the involved actors (such as, their names 

and addresses), and other miscellaneous information (such as, remarks 

section and terms of the transport). It should be emphasized that the 

focus of our study is on waybills used in road transport, even though we 

argue that the presented results to a large extent will be applicable also 

to other modes of transport, since waybills for different modes of 

transport are similar considering the information content. In cross-

border transport, a copy of the waybill should by law follow the 

consignment, and for freight transport within a country, there often 

exist similar regulations, which typically are based on the CMR 

(Convention relative au Contrat de transport international de 

Marchandises par Route) convention (Clark, 2009). 

There are a number of roles that are involved with the creation and 

handling of a paper waybill. We identified a number of roles that 

primarily are involved in a consignment. They are:  

1. Consigner. The sender of a consignment. 

2. Consignee. The final receiver of a consignment. 
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3. Carrier. A company that is responsible for the physical transport 

of a consignment. 

4. Driver. The person manoeuvring the vehicle that carries the 

consignment. 

5. Public authorities. Law enforcement agencies, such as, customs 

and the police, which are responsible for inspecting the legality 

of consignments. 

We were also able to identify the following functions of a paper 

waybill: 

1. Prior to the establishment of a waybill, a consigner and a carrier 

agree for the carriage conditions regarding a consignment. A 

waybill is a proof that there exists such an agreement. This 

agreement (i.e., prior to the waybill) often does not exist in the 

form of a document.  

2. A waybill serves as a receipt, i.e., confirmation that goods are 

taken care of by a legitimate actor. Once the carrier takes 

possession of the goods, the waybill is signed to declare that the 

goods are now in the possession of this new actor, i.e., the 

carrier. The receipt can also be a confirmation that the 

consignment has reached its destination in case the waybill is 

signed by the consignee.  

3. A waybill has information, about the consignment and the 

stakeholders involved, which is relevant for goods handling. 

In a typical transport scenario, the roles mentioned above interact 

with each other to create and handle a waybill. The creation of a waybill 

is preceded by a contract of sale, which is a contract through which a 

seller agrees to sell (the goods) and a buyer agrees to buy (the goods) 

under certain conditions. After a contract of sale has been established, 

the steps illustrated in Figure 2 are usually followed (in sequence) to 

create and handle a waybill (Tóth, 2001). The steps in the figure are 

described in a list below. It should be note here that steps 9 and 10 are 

applicable only when the consignment is to be handed over the next 

actor responsible for the consignment.  
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Figure 2. Creation and handling of a traditional waybill. 

2.

Consigner Carrier

C
onsi

gnee

1. 1.

2.

Tru
ck (1

)

Tru
ck (2

)

8, 9, 10

6, 8,  9, 10

4, 5, 9, 10

3

6

7

Public 

authorities

 

1. The consigner and the carrier company negotiate and agree to 

the conditions for a transport. 

2. The consigner or the carrier company creates a waybill based on 

the conditions that are agreed upon in the previous step. 

3. The consignment and the waybill (signed by the consigner) are 

in the possession of the consigner. At this point of time, the 

consignment is ready to be loaded to a vehicle for transport. 

4. The consignment and the waybill are checked by the driver (for 

any inconsistency) before accepting the consignment for 

carriage. 
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5. The waybill is signed by the driver upon acceptance and the 

consignment is loaded. 

6. The consignment (along with the waybill) is being transported. 

7. During the transport, the consignment and the waybill can be 

inspected by public authorities, e.g., by customs at the border. 

8. The consignment and the waybill reach their destination. The 

destination may be the final destination of the consignment and 

the consignment may be unloaded there if accepted by the 

consignee. Alternatively, this destination may be a stop where 

the consignment may be handed over to the next the carrier in 

case of multi-carrier. 

9. At a stop, where the consignment is to be handed over to the 

next actor responsible for the consignment, the consignment is 

checked for damages or loss and is accepted by an actor by 

signing the waybill in case of no damages or loss.  

10. In case of any damage or loss to the consignment, remarks are 

written by the actor accepting the consignment and these 

remarks are signed by the previous actor responsible for the 

handling the consignment. 

Since a waybill has essential information about a consignment, such as, 

its origin, destination, and the involved actors. Our interpretation is that 

the waybill information, if available in electronic form (i.e., the e-Waybill 

service), can be useful for various other ITS services.  

An e-Waybill can be described as a service that is able to store at 

least the information present in a paper waybill and provide the 

functions of a paper waybill. Hence, an e-Waybill, seen as a service can 

potentially share information entities and/or functions with other ITS 

services to enable synergies. In addition to achieving synergies, an e-

Waybill service can also contribute to a paperless flow of information in 

freight transport by replacing the traditional paper waybill. It should be 

noted here that the e-Waybill solutions, proposed in this thesis, specifies 

different systems designs for the e-Waybill service. Therefore, an e-

Waybill solution can be defined as a solution that can implement the e-

Waybill service.  

Replacing a traditional paper waybill with an e-Waybill can 

contribute to “a single transport document for the carriage of goods”, 

which is also an integral objective of the project e-Freight by the 
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European Union (Pedersen et al., 2010). The International Road 

Transport Union (IRU) supports the introduction of an e-Waybill to 

improve supply chain efficiency through paper-less systems (IRU, 

2012). Replacing a paper waybill with an e-Waybill will also have other 

benefits, such as, less paper work, greener environment, time efficiency, 

and accuracy.  

1.2. Synergies between ITS services  

ITS services can be implemented either standalone or as a group of 

services (i.e., as a package), which can possibly utilize on the synergies 

between services. Synergies between services can be achieved by 

sharing common resources, which are needed by multiple ITS services. 

The literature (Hickman, 1996) on synergies suggests the common 

resources (needed by multiple ITS services) can be information entities, 

functions, or technical resources. Sharing of information entities is 

known as informational synergy, i.e., common input information entities 

needed by the services or an output information entity generated by one 

ITS service is needed as an input information entity by another ITS 

service. Sharing common functions between multiple services can 

achieve functional synergy, i.e., to reduce redundant functions by 

making use of the already existing functions. Technical resource sharing 

includes sharing common technologies between the services to achieve 

technical synergy, i.e., the hardware and software technologies used by 

the services. 

We illustrate the concept of synergy between services by describing 

possible synergies between the ITS services E-call and Estimated time of 

arrival. Functional synergy between the services can be achieved if a 

function can be shared between the services instead of implementing it 

twice for each of the service. An example of a shared function can be to 

determine the vehicle’s location. Information entities that are needed 

and can be shared by both the services can lead to informational 

synergies. In the considered services, information about the vehicle (e.g., 

vehicle size and id) are needed and can be shared by both of the 

services. A common technical resource needed by both the services can 

be a GPS receiver. Hence, technical synergies can be achieved between 

the considered services if they can share a GPS receiver.  
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1.3. Related work 

There exist several initiatives for replacing the traditional paper waybill 

with an e-Waybill, for an overview, see, e.g., Dubovec (2006). In this 

section, we discuss a number of existing e-Waybill initiatives for 

different modes of transport, as well as, a conceptual initiative for how 

to achieve an e-Waybill that can be used as a single consignment 

document in multi-modal transport. In addition, we discuss existing 

work on synergies between ITS services. 

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) implemented an 

e-Waybill model for air freight transport, which is referred to as an e-Air 

Waybill (IATA, 2013). The e-Air Waybill was designed in order to 

replace the paper documents that are attached with each air shipment 

with electronic messages. The e-Air Waybill uses the Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) system and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

systems of airlines that can provide transport services. Actors can use a 

web-portal, an ERP system, or an EDI system in order to communicate 

with the ERP system of the airline. The airline stores the e-Air Waybill. 

Therefore, the e-Air Waybill model is based on back-office-to-back-office 

communication.   

A negotiable waybill (i.e., Bill of Lading) is used in maritime 

transport. Mei and Dinwoodie (2005) argued for implementing an 

electronic BoL in maritime transport, i.e., the E-BOL, because of the 

fraud factor associated with a traditional paper based BoL, and the often 

late arrival of a paper BoL to the consignee, who are not allowed to take 

possession of the consignment without showing the original BoL. Mei 

and Dinwoodie (2005) suggested the concept of an Internet-Based 

Third-Party Internet Service Provider (IBTPISP), who is responsible for 

handling the E-BOL. The focus of an IBTPISP, as a third party central 

function, is on organizational-based trust, which ensures to protect the 

interest of all stakeholders involved in a consignment. SEADOCS is 

another electronic solution for a negotiable BoL (for maritime 

transport). It was a joint project of the Chase Manhattan Bank and the 

International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (Intertanko) 

and it uses a central registry for storing the E-BOL. All actors involved in 

the consignment are supposed to communicate through this central 

registry (Dube, 1998).  
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One example of an e-Waybill used in road transport is known as the 

DHL Express Waybill and it is used by the company DHL (see, e.g., Cane 

et al., 2012). DHL acts as a carrier (transport service provider) that 

requires the consigner to fill out an electronic version of a waybill 

before the transport will take place.  

For multi-modal transport, the e-Freight project suggested a 

multimodal e-Waybill that uses the e-Delivery infrastructure (Cane et 

al., 2012). The e-Delivery infrastructure consists of a network of e-

Freight Access Points (EAPs), which are accessible via an Internet 

connection. The e-Freight e-Waybill information should not be stored 

and available for access at a single location, instead it should be scalable 

with the help of EAPs, i.e., the e-Waybill information should be stored 

and available for access from different locations. In addition, the use of 

EAPs might help preventing a single point of failure, which could lead to 

difficulties in accessing the e-Waybill.  

In the literature, there are several studies on synergies between ITS 

services. Balbo and Pinson (2010) proposed an agent-based approach to 

design a transportation regulation support system using functional 

synergies between an existing information system and a decision 

support system. Crainic et al. (2009) considered ITS as a concept that is 

based on old and new technologies for transport management. In 

addition, they argued that the concept of ITS evolves with the realization 

of synergies between systems using ITS services and other systems. 

Mbiydzenyuy et al. (2008) proposed a method to assess functional 

synergies between ITS services used in road transport. They suggested 

that the total cost for service deployment could be reduced by using 

functional synergy between services. In addition, from the e-Waybill 

systems described in the literature, we identified examples of synergies 

between services implemented by hauliers. For example, DHL provides 

the service e-Track (Santosa, 2004) for real time tracking of a 

consignment, which is a part of the e-Waybill system DHL Express 

Waybill. 

The existing research on e-Waybill service for different modes of 

transport is limited to solutions that are based on back-office-to-back-

office communication. In addition, the existing research on investigating 

synergies between ITS services is limited to ITS services without 

considering the e-Waybill service for synergies. Our study is different 
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from the existing research in two aspects. The e-Waybill service 

investigated in our research is based on solutions that are focused on 

back-office, as well as, on freight-level storage and access to the e-

Waybill information. Additionally, the purpose of our research is on 

investigating potential synergies between an e-Waybill service and 

other ITS services. In the existing research, according to the best of our 

knowledge, there is no study that concerns synergies between an e-

Waybill and other ITS services. We consider this type of investigation to 

be of particular interest to study, because an e-Waybill has essential 

information about a consignment (under transport) and it follows the 

consignment. Investigating synergies between an e-Waybill and other 

ITS services can potentially lead to increased effectiveness of the 

services.  

2. Research questions 

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the main purpose of this 

thesis is to investigate synergies between the e-Waybill and different 

other ITS services. The purpose of this thesis is captured by the 

following main research question, which has been approached from the 

perspectives given by four different more specific research questions. 

Main research question: 

 What potential synergies exist between an e-Waybill and other 

ITS services? 

The main research question is approached from different perspectives. 

To begin with, the relevant e-Waybill solutions need to be identified to 

implement the e-Waybill service. To further refine these e-Waybill 

solutions, the technical requirements of these solutions need to be 

investigated. For synergy analysis, the e-Waybill service needs to be 

analyzed for synergies with other ITS services for road transport. In 

addition, the functional and information synergies between an e-Waybill 

and other ITS services need to be investigated in order to utilize such 

synergies for designing a new ITS service. 

Specific research questions (RQ): 

 RQ1: Which e-Waybill solutions are relevant for replacing the 
traditional paper waybill? 
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Since the main research question considers e-Waybill service, 

we have investigated what e-Waybill solutions should be 

considered in our synergy analysis. These e-Waybill solutions 

were further investigated for functional and technical 

requirements. In addition, in this research question, we 

investigate how to refine the e-Waybill solutions further based 

on the requirements for the different solutions and the 

technologies present today to fulfil these requirements. 

 RQ2: Which ITS services are relevant for achieving synergies 

with the e-Waybill service? 

This question contributes to the main research question by 

identifying different ITS services that should be considered in 

our synergies analysis. We needed to identify different ITS 

services that are either implemented or intended to be 

implemented in future. The services also needed to be specified 

based on some characteristics, which may enable synergy 

analysis with the e-Waybill service.  

 RQ3: How can information synergies be achieved between an e-

Waybill and other ITS services? 

The proposed e-Waybill solutions (which could implement the e-

Waybill service in different ways) were investigated for 

information synergies with different ITS services. For this 

information synergy investigation, we needed to specify the 

identified ITS services in a uniform way.  

 RQ4: How can functional and information synergies between ITS 

services and an e-Waybill service be utilized to design a new 

service? 

In RQ4, we contribute to the main research question as the 

information and functional synergies (which are the two types of 

synergies) between the e-Waybill service and ITS services are 

investigated for designing a new service. In addition to 

identifying functional and information synergies between and e-

Waybill and other ITS services, in this question, we investigated 

on how to utilize such synergies for designing a new service.  
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3. Research method 

We have followed the information systems research framework by 

Hevner et al. (2004) in this thesis. Figure 3 illustrates the information 

systems research framework. Hevner et al. (2004) suggest environment 

as the problem space, where the problem (which is of particular interest 

to solve) resides. In information systems research, people, business 

organizations, and their existing or planned technologies may compose 

the environment, i.e., the problem space. The goals and/or problems are 

defined as business needs by people with different roles and capabilities 

within an organization. Once these business needs are identified, they 

are assessed with respect to organizational strategies, structure, culture, 

and existing business processes. The assessed business needs are then 

positioned relative to existing technology infrastructure, applications, 

communication architectures, and development capabilities. The 

outcome of this process is a research problem for the researchers to 

solve.  

In our research, the environment is considered to be composed of 

different stakeholders, such as, hauliers, and ITS service providers. The 

hauliers are interested in a paperless flow of information along with the 

physical flow of goods due to advantages, e.g., less paper work and 

speedy flow of information as compared to paper documents. The ITS 

service providers are already providing ITS services to the hauliers. For 

ITS service providers, an important concern is to investigate synergies 

between the ITS services that they are providing. Investigating 

synergies between ITS services may lead to benefits, such as, reduced 

implementation cost through higher utilization of the services platform. 

Together these interests, i.e., a paperless flow of information and 

synergies between ITS services, lead to our research problem. One 

important document during freight transport is a waybill. Our research 

problem is investigating electronic waybill that can replace a paper 

waybill. In addition, the research problem is also to investigate 

synergies between e-Waybill and other ITS services.  
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Figure 3. Information systems research framework (Hevner et al. 2004). 
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Hevner et al. (2004) suggest that information systems research can 

be conducted in two phases. Research may be conducted through the 

development and justification of theories that explain or predict 

phenomena related to the identified business need. Research may also 

be conducted through the building and evaluation of artefacts designed 

to meet the identified business need. In both cases, the research is 

assessed through justify or evaluate activities. The evaluation or 

justification may result in identifying weaknesses in the theory or 

artefact. In addition, the evaluation or justification may also lead to 

refining and reassessing the theory or the artefact. The refinement and 

reassessment of the theory or the artefact is most often conducted in the 

future work. The knowledge base provides the raw materials, which can 

help in the accomplishment of the information systems research. The 

knowledge base is composed of foundational theories, frameworks, 

instruments, constructs, models, methods, and instantiations used in the 

information research study. Methodologies provide guidelines used in 

the justification and evaluation phases of the research study. 

In our research, after problem identification, we proceeded with the 

information systems research. We needed to develop a theory or build 

an artefact that could address our research problem. As a starting point, 
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we reviewed the literature, conducted interviews with several people 

from the transport industry, and studied different real-world business 

scenarios. Based on the literature review, real-world business scenarios, 

and the interviews, we were able to identify the information and 

functions of a paper waybill. We were also able to identify the most 

common roles involved with a consignment and the process of creating 

and handling a waybill during freight transport. All these activities 

helped us in identifying and proposing different e-Waybill solutions. The 

proposed e-Waybill solutions, i.e., our artefact were abstract. The 

artefact was further refined (to an extent) by following the information 

systems research framework. The e-Waybill solutions were refined 

based on investigating technical requirements of these solutions. This 

led us to answer our research question RQ1.  

The proposed e-Waybill solutions are considered for synergies with 

other ITS services, i.e., in RQ3 and RQ4. For investigating synergies 

between the e-Waybill and different other ITS services, we interviewed 

researchers and practitioners, who are actively involved with ITS 

services. We also reviewed different project reports to collect a set of 

different ITS services. Some of these services exist today while some are 

only suggested in the literature. This led us to address our research 

question RQ2. The services were specified based on several 

characteristics, such as, input information entities, output information 

entities, and the functions performed. This specification was a result of 

the literature review, interviews, and discussions with other 

researchers (involved with research on ITS services). The specification 

led to the identification of different types of synergies that exist between 

an e-Waybill and other ITS services, as well as, it led us to describing the 

services in more detail. We were able to address the research questions 

RQ2 and RQ4 based on the services description and specification, and 

identifying the types of synergies that exit. The methods used to 

investigate synergies between e-Waybill and different ITS services, 

correspond to knowledge base in the information systems research. The 

most common methods used for synergy analysis were interviews, 

discussions, and literature reviews. In the part of our research where 

synergies are investigated for further utilization, such as, designing a 

new service, we were unable to find an existing method. Therefore, we 

developed a service design method to utilize different types of synergies 
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between different ITS services in order to design a new service. The 

service design method addresses RQ4 as the method utilizes the 

functional and informational synergies that exists between an e-Waybill 

and other ITS services.      

4. Contributions 

In this section, we summarize the research contributions from each of 

the research papers in relation to the four specific research questions. 

The main research question is addressed by contributions from 

different research papers by answering the specific research questions 

RQ1 to RQ4.  

Paper 1: Analysis of information synergy between e-Waybill 

solutions and Intelligent Transport System services 

In Paper 1, we analyzed possible information synergies between the e-

Waybill service and other ITS services. We considered information 

synergy to be of particular interest to study, because an e-Waybill has 

essential information about a consignment, including the origin and 

destination, as well as information about the involved actors. The 

research carried out in Paper 1 is new as there exists, at least according 

to the best of our knowledge, no study that explicitly analyze different e-

Waybill solution regarding information synergies with other ITS 

services. The research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 have been 

addressed in Paper 1. 

In the literature review, we found that there exist different e-Waybill 

solutions. These solutions are based on storage of the e-Waybill 

information at back-office, and on back-office-to-back-office 

communication. In addition to the already existing e-Waybill solutions, 

we investigated other possible e-Waybill solutions that might be 

interesting to consider for synergies analysis with ITS services. We 

defined an e-Waybill as a service that provides the functions of a 

traditional paper waybill and which is capable of storing, at least, the 

information present in a paper waybill. We identified 64 different e-

Waybill solutions based on location of storage, and read and write 

access to the e-Waybill information. From the 64 possibilities, we 

consider 59 to be unrealistic, e.g., due to cases where no storage location 

is provided or when storage is provided at one location, while read and 
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write access is provided only at the other location. This leaves us with 5 

realistic solutions, each of which have the potential to fulfil the 

requirements of the e-Waybill service. Table 1 presents our proposed e-

Waybill solutions. In the column ‘Read access to information’, we 

summarise where the e-Waybill information can be read, since this is 

the most important property in our information synergy analysis. 

Solution 
Back-office Freight-level Read access to 

information Storage Read Write Storage Read Write 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Back-office 
 

 
2 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

Back-office  
+  

Freight-level 
 

3 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

0 
Back-office  

+  
Freight-level 

 
4 

 
1 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

Back-office  
+  

Freight-level 
 

5 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

Freight-level 
 

Table 1. e-Waybill solutions. 

To analyze the proposed e-Waybill solutions, we reviewed the 

literature (mostly different EU projects reports) to collect a set of 20 

different ITS services for road transport (see Appendix). In the 

literature, there were more than 20 ITS services but we found out that 

some of the services were redundant with different names but identical 

functions. We were unable to find any sort of uniform specification for 

all of the services, which could be used in our information synergy 

analysis. Therefore, through interviews and discussions with different 

researchers (who are actively involved with ITS services) we were able 

to analyze the services in order to identify what types of input 

information is required and what types of output is generated. Based on 

the discussions, we had with other researchers involved with research 

on ITS services, we were able to specify the services based on the 

location from where they can get the required input information. We 

identified two locations, where the input information required by a 

service can be present, i.e., freight-level and back-office level.  
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The freight-level information category contains information types 

that are accessed (by the services) via a connection to the location of the 

freight. Since freight is typically on-board vehicles, we included vehicle-

related information in that category. In addition, we assume that all 

types of information that is present in an e-Waybill belong to the freight-

level category. The back-office information category contains 

information types that are normally accessed via a connection to a back-

office system. This approach of specifying the services is new, according 

to the best of our knowledge, and it can support information synergy 

analysis between other ITS services (apart from the e-Waybill service).  

Paper 2: Technical requirements of the e-Waybill service 

In Paper 2, we address the research question RQ1 by investigating 

technical requirements of the e-Waybill service. The research literature 

on functional and technical requirements of the e-Waybill service is 

limited to the existing types of solutions, e.g., in these solutions the focus 

is on storage of the e-Waybill information at back-office, and on back-

office-to-back-office communication. Our research in this paper is, 

however, different from the existing literature as we have considered 

our five different e-Waybill solutions, which differ in where the e-

Waybill information is stored (at back-office and/or at the freight-level) 

and where read and write access, to the information, is provided.  

Another key difference is that our focus is on identifying technical 

requirements of the e-Waybill service that can be implemented at 

different locations in our proposed e-Waybill solutions, while the focus 

of the existing literature is primarily on technologies for achieving a 

back-office based e-Waybill solution. This difference is important to 

consider as technologies are constantly evolving, which means that a 

technology that may be the best option today, might not be the best 

choice after some time. An example to consider is of barcode labels and 

RFID tags. Although barcode labels are still used, RFID tags are slowly 

replacing them due to the additional features they provide, such as, 

extra memory, reusability, and readability. 

Through the research in Paper 2, we were able to identify important 

technical requirements of the e-Waybill service. These requirements can 

potentially set constraints on a system, which can potentially implement 

the e-Waybill service. The contribution can be seen as a refinement of 
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our conceptual e-Waybill solutions by identifying different relevant 

technical requirements, and to identify which present technologies are 

able to address the identified technical requirements. 

Paper 3: A synergy based method for designing ITS services 

The research questions RQ2 and RQ4 have been addressed in Paper 3. 

We have in Paper 3 proposed an ITS service design method for 

supporting the process of designing new ITS services. Our design 

method explicitly utilizes on, mainly functional, synergies with the ITS 

services. Although there are numerous possibilities for utilizing on the 

synergies between different ITS services, there exists, at least according 

to the best of our knowledge, no study that explicitly considers how 

functional synergies can be used in order to design a new ITS services. 

Our proposed service design method can be also used to modify existing 

ITS service if there exist functional synergies between the service to 

modify and other existing ITS services. Designing a service based on 

functional synergies is important because the choice of technologies 

often depends on the functions to achieve. Similarly, a technology may 

be designed for achieving some basic functions. However, the same 

technology may have the potential to achieve more than the intended 

functions. An example is the On-Board Unit (OBU) in trucks. An OBU 

may have the capability to achieve more functions than the functions 

intended for it to achieve.   

The proposed service design method is built around the service 

description framework suggested by Jevinger et al. (2012), which is 

used to generate uniform descriptions of both existing ITS services and 

the service to be designed. In the first step of our service design method, 

the functional requirements of the “new” ITS service are identified. The 

2nd step is to identify different components of the new service, by 

applying the service description framework. The components specified 

when applying the service description framework represent an initial 

design of the new service, where all the processing is performed by the 

service itself without making use of synergies with existing services. 

Step 3 is to identify all possible synergies between the new service and 

the existing services, by searching for functions and information entities 

in the existing services that can replace functions in the new service. In 

Step 4, the initial description (or design) of the new service is updated 

by realizing synergies with the existing services. In particular, synergies 
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are achieved when one or more of the functions of the new service are 

replaced by new components, because of “borrowing” functions from 

existing services. For example, a function in the new service can be 

possibly replaced by an input information entity, which is generated as 

an output by an existing service, and with a trigger that reacts to the 

input.  

The service design method was used to generate a design for a new 

ITS service, i.e., the Liability Intelligent Transport System (LITS) service. 

The purpose of the LITS service is to support the process of identifying 

why, when, and where freight have been damaged, and in case of multi-

actor transport, it should also support the identification of which actor 

should be held responsible for the damage. Since it is sometimes 

difficult to identify when freight damage has occurred, it might be 

difficult in multi-actor transport to identify the actor responsible for the 

damage. Therefore, we believe that the LITS service might have an 

important role in future freight transport. By using a service to detect 

possible freight damage, based on the conditions for transport, it would 

be possible to identify the cause for damages that are not visible to a 

naked eye.  

By applying the service design method in order to create a design of 

the LITS service, we verified that there exist components in other 

suggested ITS services, such as, information entities and functions, 

which can be used by the LITS service. There exist different solutions 

today to monitor different types of consignments in order to detect 

damages. However, our approach (to design the LITS service) is new as 

there exists, at least according to the best of our knowledge, no study 

that explicitly considers information and functional synergies to design 

a service similar to the LITS service. The LITS service has a potential to 

have positive impacts in a transport process by detecting freight damage 

and the actor responsible for the damage. The LITS service could lead to 

better quality control of the freight being transported by monitoring and 

reporting the freight status in real-time. Additionally, the LITS service 

could also contribute to the already existing solutions for detecting 

freight damage. The focus of the existing solutions is on detecting freight 

damage. Whereas the LITS service, in addition to detecting freight 

damage, can also identify the actor responsible for the damage. 
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5. Conclusion and future work 

The purpose of this work was to investigate synergies between an e-

Waybill and other ITS services for road transport. We conclude, from 

the conducted research, that there are more than one e-Waybill solution 

that can be used to replace the paper waybill. We have suggested five 

conceptual e-Waybill solutions, which all have the capability of 

providing the functions of a traditional paper waybill and the capability 

of storing, at least, the information present in a paper waybill. We were 

able to identify important technical requirements of the proposed e-

Waybill solutions. These requirements may set constraints on a system 

design, which can potentially implement the e-Waybill solutions. 

Therefore the conceptual e-Waybill solutions were refined by 

identifying relevant functional and technical requirements and, in 

addition, identifying the technologies that are present today to address 

these requirements. The proposed e-Waybill solutions and their 

technical requirements contributed to the answering of RQ1 concerning 

which e-Waybill solutions are relevant for replacing the traditional 

paper waybill.  

Additionally, it is concluded that the e-Waybill service can have 

information, as well as, functional synergies with other ITS services. The 

Investigation of information synergies between the e-Waybill service 

and other ITS services was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, 

different ITS services for road transport were identified. A set of 20 ITS 

services were considered for information synergy analysis. These 

services are mainly for road transport, however most of them are 

relevant to be considered for utilization in other modes of transport as 

well. The first phase contributed to answering RQ2 concerning which 

ITS services are relevant for achieving synergies with the e-Waybill 

service. In the next phase, the services were analysed for information 

synergies with the e-Waybill service. This phase contributed in 

answering RQ3 concerning how can information synergies be achieved 

between an e-Waybill and other ITS services. In this phase, we identified 

that all of the 20 ITS services require input that might be provided by an 

e-Waybill. In our information synergy analysis, we focus on the situation 

where the e-waybill provides information that may be used as input by 

other ITS services. We argue that there is a possibility for information 

synergy between an e-Waybill solution and an ITS service if there is a 
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communication link, between the e-Waybill information storage 

location and the ITS service, that has been established for transferring 

information that is not present on the e-Waybill. The synergy is realized 

when the already existing communication link is used for transferring e-

Waybill information from the e-Waybill to the ITS service. It is 

concluded, that the e-Waybill solutions that store the e-Waybill 

information, at least, at the freight-level, enable better possibilities for 

information synergy than solutions that store information only at back-

office level. 

In addition, synergies between an e-Waybill service and other ITS 

services can be utilized in order to design new ITS service. An 

investigation in to synergies utilization for designing a new ITS service 

contributed in answering RQ4 concerning how can functional and 

information synergies between ITS services and an e-Waybill service be 

utilized to design a new service. We have proposed a service design 

method, which can be used to design a new service based on functional 

and information synergies between the e-Waybill and other ITS 

services. Our service design method supports the process of designing 

new ITS services by explicitly utilizing on, mainly functional, synergies 

with the ITS services. We used the service design method in order to 

design the LITS service, which we believe has potential to contribute to 

the already existing solutions for detecting freight damage. The focus of 

the existing solutions is on detecting freight damage. The LITS service, in 

addition to detecting freight damage, has the capability to identify the 

actor responsible for the damage. By applying the service design method 

in order to create a design of the LITS service, we concluded that there 

exist components in other suggested ITS services, such as, information 

entities and functions, which can be used to design a new service.  

A possible implication of this thesis is that it can possibly lead to the 

implementation of practical e-Waybill systems that enable high synergy 

with ITS services. This could contribute to a higher utilization of ITS 

services and more sustainable transport, e.g., in terms of reduced 

congestion and emissions, as well as increased safety. The service design 

method presented in this thesis can be used to design more new ITS 

services or further developing the already existing services, by utilizing 

synergies.  
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The results presented in the thesis form the foundation on which 

subsequent work will be based. Future work includes extending this 

research, e.g., by evaluating the e-Waybill solutions from different 

perspectives. The e-Waybill solutions can be further evaluated based on 

different quality attributes, such as, information quality, reliability, 

speed, power consumption, and usability. The functional and 

information synergies based service design method can be further 

developed by proposing a criterion for selecting which ITS services 

should be used to provide synergies with the service to be designed. It 

might be very demanding to describe all existing services using the 

service description framework. Therefore, having a criterion (for 

selecting relevant services for synergies) may act as a filtering step to 

reduce the work. The service design method may also be applied in 

future to design a new ITS service or to further develop any suggested 

ITS service. In addition, different ITS services may be analyzed for a 

potential to achieve functions of the e-Waybill service.   
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Abstract: We present a study on information synergy between an 

electronic waybill (e-Waybill) and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 

services. A waybill is an important transport document, and it contains 

essential information about a consignment. We consider five e-Waybill 

solutions, which differ in where the e-Waybill information is stored, read, 

and written. We analyse 20 ITS services, and for each of them, the required 

input entities that can be provided by an e-Waybill are identified, and the 

synergy with each of the e-Waybill solutions is determined based on 

location of the e-Waybill information. The analysis shows that e-Waybill 

solutions with storage at the freight-level enable the highest information 

synergy with ITS services. Our result may support the implementation of 

practical e-Waybill systems that provide high synergy with ITS services, 

which may lead to higher utilization of ITS services and more sustainable 

transport, e.g., in terms of reduced congestion and emissions. 
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1. Introduction 

Freight transport has both positive and negative effects on society. A 

positive effect is that it enables mobility of goods, which may lead to 

economic growth. Negative effects are accidents, inefficient use of 

resources, emissions and traffic congestion. In order to reduce the 

negative effects, it is possible to use different types of Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS) services. As suggested by, e.g., Proper et al. 

(2001), Hickman et al. (1996), and Mbiydzenyuy et al. (2012), the use of 

ITS services may lead to more sustainable transport, in terms of reduced 

congestion, decreased fuel consumption, and reduced amount of 

emissions, by enabling more efficient use of vehicles and infrastructure. 

In addition, the use of ITS services might lead to increased safety. For 

example, the ITS service accident warning information provides 

information about an accident to nearby vehicles, which may help in 

reducing the effects of accidents, e.g., queue build up, chain accidents, 

and rear-end collisions. In case of an accident, Wunderlich et al. (1999) 

suggests that accident warning information systems may contribute to 

reducing travel times, fuel consumption, and delays.  

ITS services can be implemented either standalone or as a group of 

services (i.e., as a package), which makes use of synergy between 

services. It has been shown by, e.g., Mbiydzenyuy et al. (2011) and 

Mbiydzenyuy et al. (2008) that implementing ITS services as a package, 

which uses functional synergy between services, can result in cost 

reductions. As suggested by Hickman et al. (1996), there are three types 

of synergies between ITS services: 

 Functional synergy, i.e., services share functions.  

 Technical synergy, i.e., services share technical resources. 

 Information synergy, i.e., services share information entities.  

We illustrate the concept of synergy between services by describing 

possible synergies between the ITS services E-call and Estimated time of 

arrival. A shared function of these services is the need to determine the 

vehicle location. Information about the vehicle (e.g., vehicle size and id) 

may be used by both of the services, and the services may share 

technical resources, e.g., a GPS receiver.    

In this paper, we investigate the possibility for information synergy 

between different ITS services and the electronic waybill (e-Waybill) 
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service. We consider this type of synergy to be of particular interest to 

study, because an e-Waybill has essential information about a 

consignment, including the origin and destination, as well as 

information about the involved actors. The waybill information, if 

available in electronic form, can be useful for various ITS services. We 

define an e-Waybill as a service that provides the functions of a 

traditional paper waybill and which is capable of storing, at least, the 

information present in a paper waybill. A waybill is an important 

document in international transport since it follows a consignment and 

is a proof of the agreement for transport and its conditions. In addition 

to providing possible synergies with ITS services, the use of e-Waybills 

may reduce the administrative costs that are typically associated with 

paper waybills. For instance, costs associated with that the same 

information is written on several waybills (for transport involving 

multiple carriers) and costs associated with storage of the paper 

waybills can be reduced or removed by using an e-Waybill. In addition, 

e-Waybills enable fast electronic transfer of information between 

stakeholders, and they may contribute to achieve a paperless flow of 

information during transport, as well as achieving the vision of using a 

single transport document for the carriage of freight, which, e.g., was an 

integral objective of the EU level project e-Freight (Pedersen et al., 

2010). 

For different modes of transport, there exist different e-Waybill 

systems, but they are based on storage of the e-Waybill information at 

back-office, and on back-office-to-back-office communication. When 

studying information synergy between ITS services and e-Waybills, it is 

important to also consider other types of e-Waybills, since the type of e-

Waybill solutions that are traditionally used may not provide the best 

possibilities for synergy with other ITS services. We therefore identify 

different e-Waybill solutions that are analysed in relation to ITS 

services. The e-Waybill solutions differ with respect to the storage 

location of the e-Waybill information, and the access rights to the 

information, in terms of read and write (update).  

The main purpose of this paper is to study possible information 

synergies between e-Waybill solutions and other ITS service, and it 

addresses the following research question: 
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What potential information synergies exist between e-Waybill solutions 
and ITS services? 

In the literature (see, e.g., Balbo and Pinson, 2010; Crainic et al., 

2009; Van der Perre, 2006; Talib et al., 2010), there exists research on 

synergies between ITS services. However, according to the best of our 

knowledge, there exists no study that concerns information synergy 

between ITS services, and in particular no study conducted on synergy 

involving the e-Waybill service. Due to the possible advantages for 

information synergies between the e-Waybill service and other ITS 

services, we consider that it is important to investigate this type of 

synergy.  

It should be emphasized that the focus of our study is on road 

transport, even though we argue that the presented results to a large 

extent will be applicable also to other modes of transport, since waybills 

for different modes of transport are similar considering the information 

content. 

The paper is structured in the following way. In Section 2, we 

describe the methodology that was used to conduct our study on 

information synergy. In Section 3, we present the traditional paper 

waybill, and in Section 4, we review a number of existing e-Waybill 

initiatives and give an account of research on synergy between ITS 

services. In Section 5, we present five solutions for implementing the e-

Waybill service. In Section 6, we analyse our e-Waybill solutions in 

order to identify possible information synergies with other ITS services, 

and in Section 7, we conclude the paper by discussing our results and 

providing some pointers to future work. 

2. Methodology 

We here describe the methodology that we used in order to answer our 

research question. In the research process, we implicitly also studied the 

following questions:   

 Which e-Waybill solutions are relevant to study for 
information synergies with ITS services? 

 What information is required by the existing ITS services and 
where is this information needed? 
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As a starting point of our research, we studied paper waybills for 

road transport in order to identify what information is typically present. 

We also studied the actual usage and functions of a waybill by 

interviewing two persons with long experience in road freight transport. 

One of the interviewees is currently working as a manager at a medium-

sized Swedish road transport operator, and the other interviewee has 

recently been working as a driver, transport manager, and chief 

executive officer at another road freight transport operator. It should be 

mentioned, that the second interviewee has interacted with traditional 

paper waybills in different roles and in different ways. For example, as a 

driver he used a waybill in a different way than as a transport manager. 

In order to support the generalization of our results, we also studied 

waybills for other modes of transport. From the literature review and 

the conducted interviews we were able to specify functions of a paper 

waybill, and the types of e-Waybill solutions that exist for different 

modes of transport. In addition, we reviewed the literature for existing 

research concerning synergy between ITS services, and in particular 

synergy involving the e-Waybill service. By analysing the functions of a 

paper waybill, we identified important characteristics of a paper 

waybill, and hence of the e-Waybill service, which were then used to 

define a number of e-Waybill solutions. From the literature, and related 

research projects, we identified a number of ITS services, which we 

analysed, mainly in order to identify what types of input information 

they require. We analysed the information synergy between each of the 

e-Waybill solutions and each of the services, by considering at what 

locations read access is provided to the e-Waybill information, and at 

what locations the ITS service needs input.  

3. The traditional (paper) waybill 

In this section, we describe the traditional paper waybill, which is also 

known as a consignment note or a CMR document. This is important, 

since we assume that an electronic replacement of a waybill (i.e., an e-

Waybill service) should provide, at least, the same functions as a 

traditional paper waybill. We specify the actors that are primarily 

involved in a typical consignment, the functions provided by a 

traditional paper waybill, and the information entities typically present 

on a waybill. Our presentation is focused on road transport even though 
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the actors involved, and the waybills used, in other modes of transport 

are similar.   

A waybill follows a consignment during transport and it proves that a 

transport agreement exists (typically between the consigner and the 

carrier(s)). In addition, the waybill specifies the conditions for 

transport, and it shows which actor is currently responsible for the 

consignment. By signing the waybill, the responsibility is transferred 

between different actors. The signatures are used to prove that the 

consignment has been picked-up, delivered, and transferred between 

the actors that provide the physical transport service. An important 

document that regulates the waybills used in international transport, is 

the CMR (Convention relative au Contrat de transport international de 

Marchandises par Route) convention by the UN (Clarke, 2009; UNECE, 

1956). In cross-border transport, a copy of the waybill should by law 

follow the consignment, and for freight transport within a country, there 

often exist similar regulations, which typically are based on the CMR 

convention. 

By studying real-world transport scenarios, and by interviewing 

practitioners in the transport domain, we identified a number of roles 

that primarily are involved in a consignment:  

 Consigner. The sender of a consignment. 

 Consignee. The final receiver of a consignment. 

 Carrier. A company that is responsible for the physical transport 

of a consignment. 

 Driver. The person manoeuvring the vehicle that carries the 

consignment. 

 Public authorities. Law enforcement agencies, such as customs 

and the police, which are responsible for inspecting the legality 

of consignments. 

Many transport solutions today are complex and involve multiple 

modes and actors, including 3rd party logistics providers and freight-

forwarders (Ramstedt and Woxenius, 2006). There are therefore 

situations that require the involvement of more than the five roles 

presented above. However, we have chosen to only describe the most 

basic roles, since we consider these to be sufficient for understanding 

the role of the traditional paper waybill.   
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From the information that is required to be present on a waybill, e.g., 

according to the CMR convention, we specify the types of information 

that are important in order to achieve synergies between the e-Waybill 

service and other ITS services.  

 Information about the involved actors, e.g., name and address. 

 Specifications of the consignment, e.g., type of goods, volume, 

weight, value, origin, and destination. 

 Transport conditions, e.g., times for pickup and delivery. 

 Information for law enforcement authorities (e.g., dangerous 

goods information for customs). 

 Specification of additional documents used during transport, 

such as import and export declarations. 

In addition, the actors involved in the transport of a consignment 

may enter any other information that they may consider useful. By 

studying the CMR convention and real-world examples of waybills, we 

have identified other types of information that may also be included, 

such as signatures of the different actors involved in the consignment. 

We identified that a waybill provides, at least, the following functions 

for the actors involved in a consignment: 

1. A waybill is a proof that there exists a contract for transport, 

which is important, since there should exist an agreement that 

specifies the conditions for transport.  

2. A waybill shows which actors have been in control of the 

consignment, which actor is currently in control, and which 

actors will be in control in the future. When an actor (a carrier or 

the consignee) takes possession (and responsibility) of the 

consignment, the waybill is signed in order to declare that the 

consignment has been transferred to the new actor. 

3. A waybill provides storage of information about a consignment, 

which is important for freight handling. 

It is generally considered (see, e.g., Cane et al., 2012; Johansson, 

2008) that the functions provided by a waybill are functions 1 and 2. 

Since a waybill also contains important information about a 

consignment, our interpretation is that function 3 should also be 

considered, even though this is not commonly discussed in the 

literature. Another function, which is known as the right of disposal, 
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concerns the right to prevent the consignment from being handed over 

to the consignee, unless this has been approved by the consigner. For 

example, if the payment for the consignment has not reached the 

consigner on time, the consigner can change the final destination of the 

consignment unless it is not already in possession of the final consignee. 

However, we have not considered the right of disposal function, because 

it only concerns some special situations, such as payment delays 

(Johansson, 2008).        

4. Related work 

There exist several initiatives for replacing the traditional paper waybill 

with an e-Waybill, for an overview, see, e.g., Dubovec (2006). In this 

section, we discuss a number of existing e-Waybill systems for different 

modes of transport, as well as a conceptual initiative for how to achieve 

an e-Waybill that can be used as a single consignment document in 

multi-modal transport. In addition, we discuss existing work on 

synergies between ITS services. 

4.1. Existing e-Waybill solutions 

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) implemented an e-

Waybill model for air freight transport, which is referred to as an e-Air 

Waybill (IATA, 2013). The e-Air Waybill was designed in order to 

replace the paper documents that are attached with each air shipment 

with electronic messages. The e-Air Waybill uses the Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) system and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

systems of the airlines that provide transport services. Actors can use a 

web-portal, an ERP system, or the EDI system in order to communicate 

with the ERP system of the airline that stores the e-Air Waybill. 

Therefore, the model is based on back-office to back-office 

communication.    

A negotiable waybill used in transport by sea is known as a Bill of 

Lading (BOL). Mei and Dinwoodie (2005) argued for the 

implementation of an electronic version of the Bill of Lading, i.e., the E-

BOL, because of the fraud factor associated with the traditional paper 

based BOL, and the often late arrival of a paper BOL to the consignee, 

who are not allowed to take possession of the consignment without 

showing the BOL. They introduced the concept of an Internet-Based 

Third-Party Internet Service Provider (IBTPISP), which is responsible 
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for handling the E-BOL. The focus of an IBTPISP, as a third party central 

function, is on organizational-based trust, which ensures to protect the 

interest of all stakeholders involved in a consignment. SEADOCS is 

another electronic alternative to the bill of lading. It was a joint project 

of the Chase Manhattan Bank and Intertanko (the International 

Association of Independent Tanker Owners) and it uses a central 

registry for storing the E-BOL. All actors involved in the consignment 

are supposed to communicate through this central registry (Dube, 

1998).  

One example of an e-Waybill used in road transport is DHL Express 

Waybill, which is used by the company DHL (see, e.g., Cane et al., 2012). 

DHL is a carrier (transport service provider) who requires the consigner 

to fill out an electronic version of a waybill before the transport will take 

place.  

For multi-modal transport, the e-Freight project suggested a 

multimodal e-Waybill that uses the e-Delivery infrastructure (Cane et 

al., 2012). The e-Delivery infrastructure consists of a network of e-

Freight Access Points (EAPs), which are accessible via the Internet. The 

e-Freight e-Waybill solution should not be located at a single location; 

instead it should be scalable with the help of EAPs. In addition, the use 

of EAPs might help avoiding single points of failure, which could 

otherwise lead to difficulties in accessing the e-Waybill.  

4.2. Synergy between ITS services 

The literature contains several studies on synergy between ITS services. 

Balbo and Pinson (2010) proposed an agent-based approach to design a 

transportation regulation support system using functional synergies 

between an existing information system and a decision support system. 

Crainic et al. (2009) considered ITS as a concept that is based on old and 

new technologies for transport management. They argued that the 

concept of ITS evolves with the realization of synergies between 

systems using ITS services and other systems. Mbiydzenyuy et al. 

(2008) proposed a method to assess functional synergies between ITS 

services used in road transport. They suggested that the total cost for 

service deployment could be reduced, by using functional synergy 

between services. Van der Perre (2006) presented the idea of a 

platform, which is capable of accommodating different services and 
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which can support relevant communication media (cellular broadcasts 

and dedicated short range communication). Talib et al. (2010) argued 

for the need for a service-packaging platform, which is able to offer 

service providers the ability to create reusable service packages. This is 

possible through organizing existing service delivery functions or 

creating new ones. They introduced the notion of service packages and a 

pattern-based approach to service packaging, and they highlighted the 

requirements of a platform to enable service packaging. In addition, 

from the e-Waybill systems described in the literature, we identified 

possible synergies. For example, DHL provides the service e-Track 

(Santosa, 2004) for real time tracking of a consignment, which is a part 

of the e-Waybill system DHL Express Waybill. 

5. e-Waybill solutions 

In this section, we present the e-Waybill solutions that we analysed for 

information synergies with ITS services. In addition, we discuss the 

connection between the e-Waybill solutions and the functions of a 

traditional waybill. As will be discussed in more detail below, we argue 

that all e-Waybill solutions that provide information storage 

capabilities, as well as read and write (update) access to the 

information, are able to provide all of the three waybill functions that 

were presented in Section 3. In addition, in our information synergy 

analysis, we considered the location of storage, and read and write 

access of the e-Waybill data, since different ITS services has different 

requirements with respect to location of input data. We consider the 

back-office and freight-level locations.  

We identified the following six properties in order to specify the 

locations for storage, read and write access.  

1. The e-Waybill information is stored in a back-office system.  
2. The e-Waybill information is stored were the freight is, i.e. at 

freight level, which might imply that the information is stored in 
a hand-held device. 

3. Read access is given to e-Waybill information stored at back-
office.  

4. Read access is given to e-Waybill information stored at the 
freight-level. 

5. Access is given to write (update) e-Waybill information stored at 
back-office.  
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6. Access is given to write (update) e-Waybill information stored at 
the freight-level. 

These 6 properties can be combined in 26 = 64 ways in order to define 

different e-Waybill solutions. From the 64 possibilities, we consider 59 

to be unrealistic, e.g., due to cases where no storage location is provided 

or when storage is provided at one location, while read and write access 

is provided only at the other location. This leaves us with 5 realistic 

solutions, which are presented in Table 1. For each of the solutions, we 

specify where (back-office and/or freight-level) the e-Waybill 

information is stored and where it can be read and written. In the 

column “Read access to information”, we summarize where the e-

Waybill information can be read, since this is the most important 

property in our information synergy analysis.   

Solution 
Back-office Freight-level Read access to 

information Storage Read Write Storage Read Write 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Back-office 
 

 
2 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

Back-office  
+  

Freight-level 
 

3 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

0 
Back-office  

+  
Freight-level 

 
4 

 
1 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

Back-office  
+  

Freight-level 
 

5 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

Freight-level 
 

Table 1: e-Waybill solutions. 

Solution 1 stores e-Waybill information only at back-office, and read 

and write access to the e-Waybill is therefore only provided via 

connections to the back-office system. It should be mentioned that 

solution 1 corresponds to the solution that was proposed by IATA 

(IATA, 2013). In solutions 2, 3, and 4, the e-Waybill information is 

stored both at back-office and at the freight-level, and read access is 

provided at both storage locations; however, they differ in where write 

access is given. For solution 2, write access (of e-Waybill information) is 

given both at back-office and at the freight-level. In solution 3, write 
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access is given only at back-office, and in solution 4, which can be 

described as the inverse of solution 3 regarding write access, write 

access is given only at the freight-level. Finally, solution 5 corresponds 

to a typical paper waybill, i.e., the e-Waybill information is stored, and 

can be accessed, only at the freight-level. For the solutions that make use 

of storage both at back-office and at the freight-level (solutions 2, 3, and 

4) there is a need for synchronization in order to keep both copies of the 

e-Waybill information up-to-date, however, for solutions 3 and 4, 

synchronization only need to occur in one direction. In addition, 

solution 2, which allows write access at both locations, is probably the 

most flexible solution. However, it requires conflict management in 

order to prevent inconsistency between the two “copies” of the e-

Waybill information, since the e-Waybill potentially can be changed at 

both storage locations simultaneously. 

We claim that each of our five e-Waybill solutions are able to provide 

the three main functions (of a waybill) that were discussed in Section 3. 

By requiring that the e-Waybill can be created only if there exists an 

agreement between the consigner and the carrier(s), it is able to serve 

as a proof that there exists a contract for transport (function 1). By 

making use of electronic signatures and authentication, the e-Waybill is 

able show which actors have been in control of the consignment and 

which actor is currently in control (function 2). In addition, it contains 

information about which actors will take over the control of the 

consignment in the future. Each of our five solutions provides storage 

capabilities (function 3). For functions 2 and 3, we actually claim that an 

e-Waybill provide the functions in a better way than a traditional paper 

waybill is able to do. In most cases, electronic signatures provide better 

security than a traditional signature in order to verify the real identity of 

a person (who represents an actor), and an e-Waybill does not limit the 

amount of information that can be stored as much as a paper waybill 

does.  

It should be noted that all access to the e-Waybill information is 

regulated by some kind of security mechanism, e.g., authentication, 

which prevents unauthorised actors from accessing the information. 

Different actors may have different types of read and write access, and a 

particular actor is typically only allowed to access parts of the e-Waybill 

information. For example, a driver may have both read and write access 
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for some information types, while a customs officer is typically only 

allowed to read some types of e-Waybill information. In addition, for e-

Waybill information stored at the freight-level, we assume that physical 

access to the location of the freight (e.g., a vehicle) is required in order 

to read or write e-Waybill information.  

In particular for solution 5, which only stores e-Waybill information 

at the freight-level, it is relevant to mention that actors, which are in 

direct contact with the e-Waybill, are able to, and typically allowed to, 

make copies of the e-Waybill information. For example, the consigner 

and all involved carriers can make copies of the e-Waybill information 

before handing over the consignment to another actor. Such a copy 

reflects the state of the consignment at the particular point of time when 

it was made.  

6. Analysis 

In our information synergy analysis, we considered a subset of the ITS 

services that were identified by Jevinger et al. (2010) and Mbiydzenyuy 

et al. (2012). From the set of collected services, we removed duplicate 

services, as well as services with different names but identical functions. 

In our information synergy analysis, we considered the 20 services that 

are described in Table 2. We analysed each of the services in order to 

identify what types of input information is required and what types of 

output is generated (see Table 2). The generated output was not 

considered in the synergy analysis, but is included in the table in order 

to facilitate the understanding of the services. 

 

ITS Services 
Required input Generated 

output Freight-level Back-office level 

E-call (EC) 

Vehicle 
information, e.g., 
type and id, 
vehicle location, 
freight 
information, e.g., 
type and amount.  

 

Information 
about an accident, 
e.g., location and 
the carried 
freight. 

Dynamic 
estimated time 
of arrival (ETA) 

Freight and 
vehicle location, 
freight 
destination. 

Route related 
information, e.g., 
traffic and road 
conditions. 

The estimated 
arrival time of a 
consignment. 
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Freight mobility 
(FM) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
weight, value, 
and type, freight 
location. 

Road network 
information. 

Information 
about freight 
movement. 

Goods 
identification 
(GI) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, name, type, 
dimensions, 
amount, and 
weight. 

 

Specification 
about goods, e.g., 
on-board a 
vehicle or in a 
container. 

Information on 
extra-large cargo 
(XXL) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
weight and 
dimensions, 
vehicle 
information, e.g., 
weight and 
dimensions. 

Road network 
information. 

Information 
about road 
restrictions due 
to the carriage of 
extra-large 
freight. 

Information on 
truck parking 
(ITP) 

Freight  
destination, 
vehicle 
destination. 

Parking spot 
information, e.g., 
entry/exit points, 
location, parking 
duration. 

Real-time 
information 
about truck 
parking. 

Navigation 
through a route 
network (NAV) 

Freight and 
vehicle location, 
freight 
destination. 

Traffic and road 
conditions, 
weather 
conditions, speed 
camera locations. 

Route suggestion 
including 
specification of 
the route. 

On-board safety 
and security 
monitoring 
(OSM) 

Vehicle 
information, e.g., 
id and status, 
freight 
information, e.g., 
id, name, type, 
dimensions, 
amount, and 
weight, freight 
status. 

 

Information 
about vehicle and 
freight safety 
status. 

Real time track 
and trace of 
goods (RTT) 

Freight location, 
freight 
information, e.g., 
id. 

  
Real-time 
specification of 
freight location. 

Remote 
declaration 
(RED) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, type, amount, 
origin and 

 

Real-time 
information 
about the vehicle 
and the freight 
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destination, 
vehicle 
information.  

(from a distance). 

Road hindrance 
warning (RHW) 

Freight origin 
and destination. 

Current and 
expected traffic 
conditions, route 
specification. 

Information 
about obstacles 
on the road. 

Sensitive goods 
monitoring 
(SGM) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
type, and amount, 
freight location 
and conditions. 

 

Information 
about the location 
and status of 
sensitive goods. 

Transport order 
handling (TOH) 

Vehicle and 
freight location, 
freight 
information (for 
agreed and 
ongoing 
consignments), 
e.g., transport 
time window, 
amount, type, 
origin, and 
destination. 

Description of 
order request(s). 

Information 
about new 
transport orders, 
and already 
fulfilled and 
ongoing 
consignments. 

Weight 
indication (WI) 

Freight id and 
weight, vehicle 
information and 
location. 

Route information. 

Information 
about road 
restrictions and 
total weight of a 
vehicle. 

Notify goods to 
load/unload 
(GLU) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, origin, 
destination, and 
actor 
information. 

 
Information 
about goods to 
load/unload. 

Notify 
missing/surplus 
goods (MSG) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id and type, 
amount of freight 
to load or unload, 
vehicle 
information. 

 
Information 
about missing or 
surplus goods. 

Notify goods 
physical status 
(GS) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, type, and 
amount, freight 

 

Information 
about the 
temperature of 
goods. 
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temperature. 

Notify goods 
waiting (GW) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, type, origin, 
and destination, 
freight location. 

 

Information 
about goods that 
is standing at the 
same location for 
a long time. 

Notify lost goods 
location (LGL) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id, type, amount, 
origin, and 
destination, 
freight location. 

 

Information 
about the last 
known location of 
lost goods. 

Notify goods 
unwanted 
location (GUL) 

Freight 
information, e.g., 
id and type, 
freight location. 

 

Information 
about goods that 
is forbidden to be 
placed at its 
current location. 

Table 2: ITS services considered in the analysis. 

We categorised the input information required by the ITS services 

into two categories of information (freight-level and back-office level) in 

order to explicitly illustrate that they need input that typically exist at 

different locations. The freight-level information category contains 

information types that normally are available at the location of the 

freight. Since freight is typically on-board vehicles, we included vehicle-

related information in that category. In addition, we assume that all 

types of information that may be present in an e-Waybill belong to the 

freight-level category. The back-office information category contains 

information types that are normally accessed via a connection to a back-

office system. In Table 2, we categorize the input required by each of the 

services based on our two information categories. For each of the 

services, the input entities that, according to our analysis, can be 

provided by an e-Waybill are written in italics. 

We identified that all of the 20 ITS services require input that might 

be provided by an e-Waybill. By considering only the presence of 

information, and not taking the location for read access of the e-Waybill 

information into account, one could argue that there is a potential for 
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information synergy between each of the services and each of the five e-

waybill solutions. That is, if a service needs input that can be provided 

by an e-Waybill, there is a possibility for information synergy regardless 

of where the e-Waybill information can be read. However, in our 

analysis, we consider a stronger type of synergy, where the possibility 

for information synergy between an ITS service and an e-Waybill 

solution depends on the storage location of the e-Waybill information.  

In order to enable a straightforward synergy analysis, we assumed 

that there are two storage locations that can be used to provide all input 

information required by an ITS service. Freight-level information is 

stored at the location of the freight, and back-office level information is 

stored in, a single, back-office system. The latter has the implication that 

the back-office system needs to operate as an information repository, 

which provides various types of back-office level information to ITS 

services. In order to enable information synergy with an e-Waybill 

solution that stores information at back-office, it also needs to include e-

Waybill information. 

In section 1, we introduced the concept of synergy between ITS 

services, and we discussed three types of synergies: functional, 

technical, and information synergy. Information synergy is achieved 

when two or more services share information, and it might exist in 

situations where, e.g., services are executed at the same location, or 

there exist communication links that connect services either directly 

with each other or with a shared information repository. For example, 

there may be information in the On-Board Unit (OBU) of a vehicle, which 

may be used by different ITS services. The services can make use of the 

information in the OBU, and achieve information synergy, either if they 

are implemented in the OBU or if they connect to the OBU. 

In our synergy analysis, we focus on information synergy that 

involves the e-Waybill service, and in particular the situation where the 

e-waybill provides information that may be used as input by other ITS 

services. We say that there is a possibility for information synergy 

between an e-Waybill solution and an ITS service if there is a 

communication link, between the e-Waybill information storage 

location and the ITS service, that has been established for transferring 

information that is not present on the e-Waybill. The synergy is realized 

when the already existing communication link is used for transferring e-
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Waybill information from the e-Waybill to the ITS service. The type of 

information synergy that was considered in our analysis is illustrated in 

Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Information synergy between an e-Waybill and an ITS service. 

ITS service

e-Waybill 
data

Other 
data

e-Waybill 
data

Other 
data

Freight Back-office

Synchronisation

Service level

Storage level

Communication link(s)

 

In the figure, we separate the ITS service from the storage location in 

order to illustrate that ITS services may be executed at any location, i.e., 

not only at the locations where information is stored. A communication 

link between an ITS service and a particular storage location exists only 

if the service needs input that belongs to the information category 

represented by that location. It should be noted that, the service might 

have connections to one of the storage locations, or both of them, 

depending on which types of information it needs. Information synergy 

is possible if the e-Waybill solution provides read access at, at least, one 

of the locations that is connected to the ITS service via a communication 

link. In the figure, we also include a synchronization link, which is used 

to synchronize the two copies of the e-Waybill information, and it is 

present only in those e-Waybill solutions where the information is 

stored both at the freight-level and at back-office, i.e., solutions 2, 3, and 

4.  

For ITS services that only require e-Waybill information as input, we 

argue that there exists a possibility for information synergy with all of 

the five e-Waybill solutions. The reason is that there exists no extra 

communication link for transferring other information, and that the 

communication link that needs to be used to transfer e-Waybill 

information can be established with whatever location that provides 
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read access to the e-Waybill information. In the set of collected ITS 

services, there was one such service, i.e., Goods identification.  

Based on what types of input is required by an ITS service, it is 

possible to categorise the 20 ITS services that were included in our 

analysis in two groups. Services that belong to the first category require 

both freight-level and back-office level input. In addition to e-Waybill 

information, they need both freight-level and back-office level input 

information. According to our definition of information synergy, there 

exist, for each of these services, communication links between the 

service and both of the storage locations (i.e., freight-level and back-

office), which can be used to also transfer e-Waybill information. For 

these services, eight in total, there is a possibility for information 

synergy with each of the five e-Waybill solutions, since e-Waybill 

information can be transferred using one of the two already existing 

communication links. The second category contains services that only 

make use of information that belongs to the freight-level category. There 

were twelve services in this category, and by using the same type of 

reasoning as we did for the first category, we conclude that there is 

possible information synergy with those e-Waybill solutions that allow 

read-access (of the e-Waybill information) at the freight-level storage 

location, i.e., solutions 2, 3, 4, and 5.  

We conclude the analysis section by providing a short summary of 

the obtained results. We observed that e-Waybill solutions that allow 

read access to e-Waybill information, at least at the freight-level storage 

location (solutions 2, 3, 4, and 5), are able to provide better possibilities 

for information synergy with ITS services, than the solution that only 

allow read access at back-office (solution 1). For services that need both 

freight-level and back-office level input, we argue that the e-Waybill 

solutions that store the e-Waybill information both at the freight-level 

and at back-office (solutions 2, 3, and 4) are more robust than the 

solutions that only store data at the freight-level, even though this could 

not be confirmed in our analysis. The reason is that they are less 

vulnerable to single points of failure. 

7. Discussion and concluding remarks 

In this paper, we have studied possible information synergies between 

the e-Waybill service and other ITS services. In our analysis, we have 
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considered five different solutions for implementing the e-Waybill 

service, which differs in where the e-Waybill information is stored (at 

back-office and/or at the freight-level) and where read and write access, 

to the information, is provided. 

Based on the results from our analysis, we conclude that e-Waybill 

solutions that store the e-Waybill information, at least, at the freight-

level (solutions 2, 3, 4, and 5), enable better possibilities for information 

synergy than solutions that store information only at back-office 

(solution 1). The solutions that store the e-Waybill information both at 

the freight-level and at back-office (solutions 2, 3, and 4) require 

synchronization in order to ensure that both copies of the e-Waybill 

information are up-to-date. One of these solutions (solution 2) allows 

write access at both these locations, which is why it requires conflict 

management in order to maintain consistency between the two copies 

of the e-Waybill information. This solution may provide more robust 

write access than provided by the solutions that allow write access only 

at one location (solutions 3 and 4). However, the latter solutions do not 

suffer from possible inconsistencies, which might be caused by 

simultaneous updates of the e-Waybill information.  

 A possible implication of our study is that it may lead to the 

implementation of operational e-Waybill systems that enable high 

synergy with ITS services. This could contribute to a higher utilization of 

ITS services and more sustainable transport, e.g., in terms of reduced 

congestion and emissions, as well as increased safety. In addition, the 

method used in the analysis might be used as a tool to support decisions 

regarding which type of e-Waybill solution is relevant to implement for 

a particular organization. For example, if a transport operator is 

interested in a certain set of ITS services, a similar analysis as we 

conducted, could be made, however, by considering only the services 

that are relevant for the considered transport operator.  

Our focus was on road transport, since we primarily studied road 

waybills in order to identify what types of information is typically 

included in a waybill, and in the analysis we considered ITS services for 

road transport. However, we have identified that the information 

included in waybills for other modes of transport, to a large extent 

coincide with the information present on road waybills. In addition, we 

argue that some of the studied ITS services should work equally well for 
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other modes of transport, e.g., the service Notify goods unwanted 

location, which provides information (by sending notifications) about 

freight that is located at a location where it should not be. Therefore, we 

argue that the obtained results are valid also for other modes of 

transport. In fact, we believe that e-Waybill solutions that use storage 

both at back-office and at the freight-level could be a good basis for 

achieving a multi-modal electronic consignment document.  

In the analysis, we chose not to consider aspects related to the 

quality of information, and we did not consider information synergy that 

appears when the ITS service is executed at the storage location of the e-

Waybill information. The reason is that many ITS services are intended 

for multiple stakeholders that are active at different locations, and 

determining the execution location of an ITS service is often not 

possible. As mentioned in Section 6, we considered information synergy 

that is possible if the e-Waybill information that is needed as input to an 

ITS service can be transferred using an already existing communication 

link, i.e., a communication link that has been established for transferring 

other information than e-Waybill information. Despite the limitations of 

our study, we argue that the results are strong enough to draw 

conclusions regarding to what extent different solutions for 

implementing the e-Waybill service enable information synergy with 

ITS services.  

Future work includes extending this study, e.g., by including aspects 

related to information quality in the analysis. Another possibility for 

future work is to analyse the technical requirements for each of the 

suggested e-Waybill solutions, and to study possible functional and 

technical synergies between the e-Waybill service and other ITS 

services.    
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Abstract: An electronic waybill (e-Waybill) is a service with the purpose of 

replacing the traditional paper waybill in order to achieve benefits, e.g., a 

paperless flow of information during freight transport. The e-Waybill 

service provides the same functions as the paper waybill and it is capable 

of storing, at least, the information in a paper waybill. In this paper, we 

investigate five e-Waybill solutions, i.e., system design specifications for 

the e-Waybill service, regarding their non-functional (technical) 

requirements. In addition, we discuss existing technologies based on how 

well they are able to fulfil the technical requirements of the e-Waybill 

service. We have identified that storage capabilities, synchronisation and 

conflict management, access control, and communication are important 

categories of technical requirements of the e-Waybill service. It is our 

belief that the identified technical requirements can be used to support the 

process of designing and implementing the e-Waybill service.   

 

 

Keywords: e-Waybill, e-Waybill service, system design, technical 
requirements, non-functional requirements 
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1. Introduction 

An electronic waybill (e-Waybill) can be seen as a service that provides 

the functions of a traditional paper waybill and which is capable of 

storing, at least, the information present in a paper waybill (Bakhtyar et 

al., 2013). An important purpose for replacing the traditional paper 

waybill with an e-Waybill is to enable faster (paperless) transfer of 

information during freight transport (see, e.g., Pedersen et al., 2010). In 

addition, e-Waybills may contribute to reducing the administrative 

overhead that is typically associated with paper waybills; paper waybills 

need physical storage space, and there are situations (mainly in 

transport involving multiple carriers), which require that the same 

information is written on several waybills. Furthermore, Bakhtyar et al. 

(2013) recently argued that the potential synergies between an e-

Waybill and other services could lead to increased utilisation of ITS 

services, which could lead to more sustainable transport, e.g., by 

enabling more efficient use of vehicles and transport infrastructure. 

There exist several initiatives for an electronic replacement of the 

paper waybill. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) 

implemented an e-Waybill for air freight transport, which is referred to 

as an e-Air Waybill (IATA, 2012). For sea transport, Mei and Dinwoodie 

(2005) proposed an electronic version of the bill of lading, i.e., the 

consignment document used in sea transport. For road transport, the 

company DHL has implemented an e-Waybill referred to as the DHL 

Express Waybill (see, Cane et al., 2012). Finally, a multi-modal waybill, 

which is an important initiative in order to achieve the vision of using a 

single transport document for the carriage of freight, was studied in the 

e-Freight project (Cane et al., 2012).  

As part of their analysis of synergies between an e-Waybill and other 

ITS services, Bakhtyar et al. (2013) recently suggested five e-Waybill 

solutions that can be seen as abstract system design specifications for 

the e-Waybill service.  The five solutions differ in where (at back-office 

and/or the freight level) the e-Waybill information is stored, and where 

read and write access is provided. It should be emphasised that a 

common property of the previous e-Waybill initiatives is that they are 

based on storage of the e-Waybill information in back-office systems, 

whereas the solutions by Bakhtyar et al. also considers storage at the 

freight level.  In this paper, we further investigate the five e-Waybill 
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solutions by Bakhtyar et al., by identifying and elaborating on their non-

functional (technical) requirements, i.e., the specifications of how the 

functional requirements of the e-Waybill service should be fulfilled. The 

main contribution in this paper is a further elaboration of the earlier 

proposed e-Waybill solutions by presenting an early exploration of their 

technical requirements. We consider this to be significant in order to 

support the development of e-Waybill services that make use of storage 

both at back-office and at the freight level, i.e., system designs that have 

been shown to have positive effects regarding the possibility to achieve 

synergies between the e-Waybill and other ITS services.   

The paper is organized in the following way. The methodology 

followed in this paper is presented in Section 2. The e-Waybill service 

and the recently proposed solutions for implementing the e-Waybill 

service are discussed in Section 3. The technical requirements for the e-

Waybill solutions are identified in Section 4, followed in Section 5 by a 

detailed discussion on the identified technical requirements. Finally, the 

paper is concluded in Section 6. 

2. Methodology  

In order to identify the technical requirements for the e-Waybill service, 

we have used a requirement gathering methodology from the software 

engineering field. The requirements of a system are usually classified as 

functional and non-functional, where the functional requirements of a 

system define what the system-to-be should do, and the non-functional 

requirements define how the functional requirements should be 

achieved.  

Non-functional requirements can also be defined as attributes or 

constraints on a system (Glinz, 2007), and they may have a significant 

effect on design and implementation decisions when developing the 

system (Glinz, 2007). There exist several methods that can be used to 

identify the functional and non-functional requirements of a system. The 

method by Ross and Schoman (1977) is regarded as a classical work on 

requirements engineering, and we have this method in order to identify 

the functional and non-functional requirements of the e-Waybill service 

(see also, Hansen and Lyytinen, 2010; Kedad and Loucopoulos, 2011).  

The method by Ross and Schoman is known as the structured 

analysis and design technique, and it suggests that the requirements of a 
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system should be identified in a process that involves three steps. The 

first step of the requirement gathering process concerns identifying the 

context, and it should answer the question of why the system is needed. 

The purpose of the second step is to identify what the system should do, 

by answering the question of what features are required in order to 

allow the system to operate in its context. The third step concerns 

determining the non-functional, or technical, requirements of the 

system, by providing an answer to the question of how the system 

should be constructed.  

In our work, we use the third step to identify the technical 

capabilities of the e-Waybill service, which we derive by analysing the 

implications of the functional requirements from the perspective of the 

five e-Waybill solutions suggested by Bakhtyar et al. (2013). It should be 

mentioned that a functional requirement can often be mapped into one 

or more technical requirement (Chung and Leite, 2009). By studying the 

literature, we identify the existing technologies that have the potential 

to fulfil the technical requirements of the e-Waybill service. For each the 

five e-Waybill solutions, we then elaborate on how the identified 

technologies are able to fulfil the technical requirements of the service. 

3. e-Waybill service and solutions  

We define an e-Waybill as a service that provides the functions of a 

traditional paper waybill, and which is capable of storing, at least, the 

information present in a paper waybill. We refer to an e-Waybill 

solution as a design specification for the e-Waybill service. As 

mentioned above, Bakhtyar et al., (2013) suggested five solutions, which 

differ in where the e-Waybill information is stored, and where read and 

write access is provided to the e-Waybill information. Bakhtyar et al. 

suggests two locations for storing the e-Waybill information: in a back-

office system (at the back-office level) and at the freight level, which is 

often inside the vehicle. It should be noted that access to information at 

the freight-level requires physical access to the freight. These two 

storage locations gives, together with the three properties of storage, 

and read and write access, the following six properties that can be used 

to define e-Waybill solutions: 

1. The e-Waybill information is stored in a back-office system.  
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2. The e-Waybill information is stored were the freight is, i.e. at 
freight level, which might imply that the information is stored in 
a hand-held device or on RFID tags. 

3. Read access is given to e-Waybill information stored at back-
office.  

4. Read access is given to e-Waybill information stored at the 
freight-level. 

5. Write access is given to e-Waybill information stored at back-
office. It should be noted that the write access also includes the 
possibility to update the e-Waybill information. 

6. Write access is given to e-Waybill information stored at the 
freight-level.  

Based on these 6 properties, Bakhtyar et al. (2013) identified the five e-
Waybill solutions that are specified in Table 1. 

 

Solution 
Back-office  Freight-level 

Storage Read Write  Storage Read Write 

1 yes yes yes  no no no 

2 yes yes yes  yes yes yes 

3 yes yes yes  yes yes no 

4 yes yes no  yes yes yes 

5 no no no  yes yes yes 

Table 1: The five e-Waybill solutions suggested by Bakhtyar et al. (2013). 

 
It is also important to mention here that in e-Waybill solution 5, a 

copy of the e-Waybill is also stored at the back-office; however, this copy 

of the e-Waybill is not synchronised with the e-Waybill stored at the 

freight-level. Hence, the up-to-date e-Waybill information is only 

present at the freight-level. 

4. Requirements identification 

In this section, we present the technical requirements of the e-Waybill 

service, which we have identified by following the requirement 

gathering method specified in Section 2. The first and seconds steps of 

the method have been mainly addressed in (Bakhtyar et al., 2013), and 

they are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The third step, in which the 

technical requirements of the e-Waybill service are identified, is 

discussed in Section 4.3.  

4.1. Step 1 – Why is an e-Waybill service needed? 
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As discussed in Section 1, the e-Waybill service, as an electronic 

replacement of the paper waybill, has potential to contribute to a 

paperless flow of information in freight transport. The advantages of a 

paperless flow of information include reduced paper work, quick flow of 

freight information, and more secured information. The e-Waybill 

service may reduce the administrative costs that are typically associated 

with paper waybills, e.g., since paper waybills need physical storage 

space, and there are situations (mainly in transport involving multiple 

carriers), which require that the same information is written on several 

waybills. In addition, by utilising on synergies between ITS services, the 

e-Waybill service, if implemented with storage of the e-Waybill 

information both at back-office and at the freight-level, has the potential 

to contribute to increased use of ITS services.  

In order to achieve large acceptance of an e-Waybill service, we 

suggest that it, at least in its early versions, should allow the users to 

work in a similar way as they are used to work with a traditional paper 

waybill. Therefore, the e-Waybill service should not require significant 

organisational changes for the involved actors. 

4.2. Step 2 – What are the functional requirements of the e-Waybill 
service? 

As an electronic replacement of the paper waybill, the e-Waybill service 

should provide the same functions as the paper waybill:  

1. It should be able to prove that there exists a contract for 
transport, which is significant since there should exist an 
agreement that specifies the conditions for transport.  

2. It should be able to show which actors have been in control of 
the consignment, which actor is currently in control, and which 
actors will be in control in the future.  

3. It should be able to store information that is essential for a 
consignment.  

We also consider prevention of unauthorised read and write access 

to the e-Waybill information as a functional requirement of the e-

Waybill service, even though this is not directly implied from the 

functions of a paper waybill. The reason is that an e-Waybill has the 

potential to be accessed by more users, since physical access is not 

required, which is the case for a paper waybill. Bakhtyar et al. (2013) 

argues that the five considered e-Waybill solutions, which specifies the 
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locations for storage, and read and write access to the waybill 

information, are capable of providing the identified functions of the e-

Waybill service. We have therefore chosen to use those e-Waybill 

solutions as input to the technical requirement specifications step, 

which is presented in the next subsection. 

4.3. Step 3 – What are the technical requirements of the e-Waybill 
service? 

We have based the technical requirement identification process on the 

identified functional requirements of the e-Waybill service and the three 

properties of storage and read and write access, which are central in the 

considered e-Waybill solutions. The identified technical requirements 

are further investigated in Section 5. 

There are several technical requirements that concern the storage of 

the e-Waybill information. Each of the five e-Waybill solutions specifies 

whether the e-Waybill information should be stored at the back-office, 

the freight-level, or both of these locations. The types of storage medium 

need to be chosen in a way that it allows read access to e-Waybill 

information at the location(s) where read access should be provided, 

and write access at the location(s) where write access should be 

provided. In addition, the storage medium needs to be large enough to 

store all relevant e-Waybill information, as well as any other 

information that is considered relevant to store. It should be noted that, 

in the solutions that use storage at both levels, the requirements at each 

of the locations may be different.   

The e-Waybill information may be read and written only by 

authorised actors, and there should exist some type of mechanisms to 

prevent unauthorised read and write access. Hence, we regard access 

control, which include authentication control, as an important technical 

requirement of the e-Waybill service. It might also be relevant to store 

the e-Waybill information in an encrypted form, e.g., in situations where 

it is impossible to prevent physical access to the storage medium.  

We also consider communication as an important category of 

technical requirements. In order to enable read and write access to the 

e-Waybill information, there needs to exist fast and reliable 

communication links between the e-Waybill information storage 

locations and the actors with access rights. The communication links 
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may be permanently active, or active only when an actor or a system 

needs to access the e-Waybill information. In case the e-Waybill 

information is stored both at back-office and the freight-level, there also 

needs to exist communication links between the e-Waybill information 

storage locations. In addition, the communication links need to be 

secure enough to ensure that no unauthorised users are able access the 

e-Waybill information.  

In e-Waybill solutions 2, 3, and 4 (where the e-Waybill information is 

stored, and can be read, at both the back-office and the freight-level) 

there is a need for synchronisation in order to make sure that an up-to-

date version of the e-Waybill information is available for read access at 

both locations. The updates that are made at one location also need to 

be made at the other location. Conflict management is needed in 

solution 2, where write access is provided at both storage locations, in 

order to deal with conflicts that may occur due to simultaneous updates, 

at both locations, of the e-Waybill information.   

In summary, we have identified four categories of technical 

requirements, which we further elaborate on in the next section, i.e., 

information storage, access control, communication, and 

synchronisation and conflict management. 

5. Discussion on the technical requirements   

In this section, we provide a detailed discussion on the identified 

technical requirements of the e-Waybill service. We also elaborate on 

existing technologies that have the potential to fulfil the identified 

requirements.  

5.1. Information storage 

The type of e-Waybill information is necessary to take into account 

because the type of information to be stored may constrain which 

storage media should be used. Some of the e-Waybill information 

remains static throughout a transport, e.g., goods id and type, and 

specification of the consigner and the consignee. The e-Waybill also 

includes dynamic information, e.g., the information about who is 

currently in control of the consignment, which is updated when a new 

actor (e.g., a carrier) takes over the consignment. Barcode labels would 

work for static e-Waybill information, however, the limited storage 

capabilities of barcode labels typically makes it impossible to use them 
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for storing all of the e-Waybill information. For example, a barcode label 

could be used to store only the e-Waybill identifier, while the remaining 

information may be stored in a handheld device. For dynamic 

information, a possible choice is to use RFID tags, which has larger 

storage capabilities than barcode labels. Both types of e-Waybill may 

also be stored, potentially in combination with other storage medias, in 

handheld devices, and in the On Board Unit (OBU) of a vehicle or similar 

systems at other freight-level storage locations (e.g., in terminals). In 

addition, a handheld device with barcode or RFID tag reading 

capabilities can be used to scan the goods, and transmit information to 

other storage medias, such as an OBU. A back-office system, e.g., a 

customer order system or an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system 

(see, e.g., Lankford and Johnson, 2000), has the capability to store both 

static and dynamic e-Waybill information.   

The storage media should have the capability to allow read and write 

access to the e-Waybill information. For the e-Waybill information 

stored at the back-office level, this can be achieved via an Internet 

connection between the actors (who needs to access the e-Waybill 

information) and the storage media. At the freight-level, there are 

different options for storing the e-Waybill information. Actors with 

physical access to the freight may connect to the e-Waybill using a 

handheld device with capabilities to read barcode labels or RFID tags. As 

mentioned above, information can also be stored in OBUs or in similar 

systems, and can be accessed using devices with short distance 

communication capabilities. 

The storage media should have the capability to allow only legitimate 

actors to access the e-Waybill information. This can be achieved by 

using some kind of authentication control mechanism, e.g., an electronic 

signature. Access control mechanisms are further discussed in the next 

section. In order to further protect the e-Waybill information, there are 

situations where it needs to be stored in an encrypted form. There exist 

several algorithms that can be used to encrypt and decrypt the e-

Waybill information, e.g., symmetric-key and asymmetric-key cipher 

techniques. At the back-office level, as well as in OBU’s and handheld 

devices, any type of state-of-the-art cryptographic techniques (see, e.g., 

Paliwal and Gupta, 2013) can be used. An example of a technique that 
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can be used to together with RFID tags is public-key cryptography 

(Batina et al., 2007).    

As mentioned above, the e-Waybill information may be stored at the 

freight-level using barcode labels, but limited storage capabilities, non-

line-of-sight, non-contact, and multiple-tag simultaneous-reading from a 

short distance, make RFID more efficient than barcode labels (Wu et al., 

2006). RFID tags are a possible alternative for implementing the e-

Waybill service at the freight-level because of their storing, updating, 

communication, and information security capabilities. In addition, an e-

Waybill contains sensitive information about a consignment and RFID 

tags have the capability of protecting the stored information, e.g., the 

storage of biometric data and electronic signature using RFID tags in 

passports (Monnerat et al., 2007). Additionally, RFID tags have the 

capability to incorporate sensor readings, which makes it possible to use 

them for supporting applications that require monitoring, asset 

management, and tracking (Fung et al., 2008). Examples from the 

literature show that the integration of RFID and the Internet may be 

jointly used to build a supply chain management system with 

capabilities, such as inventory monitoring, and track and trace of goods 

(Wu et al., 2006; Delen et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007).  

5.2. Access control 

There exist several mechanisms that can be used in order to control who 

should be allowed to access what resources, e.g., role-based access 

control, task-based authorisation control, and fine-grained object 

approach (see, Kang et al., 2001). For each of the e-Waybill solutions 

specified in Table 1, there needs to be proper authentication and 

authorisation mechanisms at each of the locations where the e-Waybill 

information is available for read or write access. For example, in e-

Waybill solution 2, where read and write access is given both at back-

office and at the freight-level, authentication and authorisation access 

control needs to be implemented at both locations. The e-Waybill 

information should be accessible by legitimate actors as well as systems; 

regardless of who is accessing the information, there needs to be a 

proper authentication and authorisation control mechanism. 

Authentication concerns proving that a user is the person who he or 

she claims to be. For the e-Waybill, the access control mechanism must 
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ensure that only legitimate actors or systems should be able to use the 

service. In addition, a particular actor or system should only be given 

access to read and write e-Waybill information based on what they are 

authorised to do. Traditionally, username and password are used to 

authenticate legitimate actors who want to access a system. Another 

way to ensure that only authorised users are given access to the e-

Waybill information is to use an electronic signature, which can be used 

in order to guarantee that only genuine actors are able to write e-

Waybill information. There should be a mechanism to prove the 

integrity of an electronic signature, in order to validate that a particular 

signature is associated with a genuine actor or system. A private-public 

key encryption mechanism can be used to implement an electronic 

signature, where the signature is encrypted using the private key of the 

signer and decrypted using a public key by the verifier. A certification 

authority (CA) could be responsible for handling the public keys of an 

actor or system, and in that way verify that a particular actor or system 

is the owner of a particular public key (Fung et al., 2008). 

For authorisation control, there exist several models, which are all 

based on two authorisation models, i.e., mandatory and discretionary 

access control (see, e.g., Yuan and Tong, 2005; Osborn et al., 2000; 

McCune et al., 2006; Ray and Kumar, 2006). We believe that a 

customised authorisation mechanism should be developed primarily 

based on the preferences of the organisations involved in the transport 

of a consignment. The organisation’s preferences are important to 

consider, because different organisations may have different policies for 

accessing the e-Waybill information. It is up to the involved organisation 

to decide the extent to which a particular actor may have access to 

particular parts of the e-Waybill information. 

5.3. Communication 

For each of the considered e-Waybill solutions, there should exist 

communication links between the storage locations (where access is 

provided) and the actors with access rights. As will be discussed in the 

next subsection, for the e-Waybill solutions that store the e-Waybill 

information at both locations, there also needs to exist a communication 

link between the two storage locations, which is used for 

synchronisation. It should be mentioned that the communication links 
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need to be active only when the e-Waybill information is accessed or 

synchronised.  

The distance over which communication needs to occur may have 

implications on the type of communication link that should be used. The 

e-Waybill information stored at back-office may typically be accessed 

using an Internet connection, in which case the communication distance 

does not really matter, since the Internet is accessible worldwide. For 

actors with physical access to the freight, communication could occur 

directly using a handheld device or short-distance wireless 

communication, including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Short-distance 

communication can also be used for communication in case multiple 

types of storage medias are used at the freight level, e.g., both RFID tags 

and an OBU (or a similar system). Remote communication, which is 

important for synchronisation purposes, requires that the e-Waybill 

information is stored in a device with an Internet connection.   

In order to prevent unauthorised access to the e-Waybill information, 

the communication links needs to be secure. For short distance 

communication, there exists networking techniques that enable secure 

communication, including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee (see, e.g., 

Saponara et al., 2013; Bakhache et al., 2013). For communication over 

the Internet, there is typically a need to secure the information using 

cryptographic techniques. 

5.4. Synchronisation and conflict management 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, there is a need for a 

communication link, for synchronisation, between the back-office and 

the freight-level, for those e-Waybill solutions that store e-Waybill 

information at both of the locations. Synchronisation is important in 

order to make sure that up-to-date e-Waybill information is available at 

both storage locations. 

In solutions 3 and 4, where e-Waybill information may be written at 

only one location, at back-office in solution 3 and at the freight-level in 

solution 4, synchronisation only includes replicating the up-to-date 

information from the location where write access is provided to the 

other location. In solution 2, write access is given both at back-office and 

at the freight-level, and simultaneous updates of the e-Waybill 
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information may result in update conflicts. Therefore, there is a need for 

a conflict management mechanism. 

Defining access rights (authorisation) for different actors may be 

helpful in resolving conflicts. As mentioned in Section 5.2, we believe 

that there is probably a need for a customised access control 

mechanism, since organisations typically have different actors with 

different roles. It should be up to the organisations involved in a 

consignment to define which parts of the e-Waybill information should 

be accessible, for read and write respectively, for a particular actor at a 

particular location. For example, a consigner may have access to the e-

Waybill information only at the back-office, whereas a driver may only 

have access at the freight-level.  

Another approach is to completely avoid update conflicts, e.g., by 

using sessions (see, Lee et al., 2004) when updating the e-Waybill 

information. In this type of mechanism, only one actor (or system) is 

allowed to update (write) the e-Waybill information at the same time. 

Once an actor requests to update the e-Waybill information, a session 

manager locks the e-Waybill service for updates by other actors. If more 

than one actor wants to update the e-Waybill information at the same 

time, the session manager has a choice to use either a time-based or 

role-based access policy. In a time-based policy, the actors that request 

to update the e-Waybill information are placed in a queue, and in a role-

based policy, importance is given to the role of an actor. In the latter 

case, a priority needs to be defined for each of a number of 

organisational roles.     

6. Concluding remarks 

We have identified and elaborated on the technical requirements for 

different system designs of the e-Waybill service, based on the 

properties of storing and accessing the e-Waybill information at the 

back-office and the freight-level. The identified technical requirements 

concern aspects related to information storage, access control, 

communication, and synchronisation and conflict management. In 

addition, we have discussed existing technologies regarding how they 

are able to fulfil the requirements of the e-Waybill service.  

 We have considered five e-Waybill solutions, which can be seen as 

different abstract system design specifications for the e-Waybill service 
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(see Table 1). These solutions are of three types: solution 1 is a back-

office solution, solution 5 is a freight-level solution, and solutions 2, 3, 

and 4 are both back-office and freight-level solutions, which differ only 

in where write access is given to the e-Waybill information. We conclude 

that there are technical requirements, which are common for all of the 

solutions, e.g., the need to protect the e-Waybill information using 

cryptographic techniques and authorisation control. There are also 

requirements that only concern some of the solutions, mainly 

synchronisation and conflict management. For solutions 2, 3, and 4, 

where the e-Waybill information is stored (and read access is provided) 

both at back-office and at the freight-level, there is a need for 

synchronisation in order to maintain up-to-date versions of the e-

Waybill information at both locations. Solution 2 also requires a 

mechanism for resolving conflicts that may occur as a consequence of 

simultaneous updates. For solutions 1 and 5, which store the e-Waybill 

information only at one location, there is no need for synchronisation 

and conflict management. At the back-office level, where the e-Waybill 

information is typically stored in a back-office system, the identified 

technical requirements can be fulfilled using standard technologies. For 

example, access may be provided and controlled using an Internet 

connection and standard access control mechanisms. For information 

stored at the freight-level, we conclude that there are typically more 

options regarding how to fulfil the technical requirements. The e-

Waybill information may be stored, e.g., directly on the freight (using 

barcode labels or RFID tags), in handheld devices, or in the OBUs of the 

vehicles that carry the freight. It is also possible to use multiple storage 

medias at the freight-level, where electronic communication need to 

occur in between. For example, barcode labels could be used to store 

static information about a consignment, and other storage medias could 

be used to store dynamic information. Short distance communication 

may be based on technologies, such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Long 

distance communications links using the Internet need to exist in order 

to enable synchronisation and conflict management, and to allow 

remote actors to access the e-Waybill information. It is important to 

secure these communication links using cryptographic techniques, in 

order to prevent unauthorised access to the e-Waybill information.  
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The identified technical requirements may, to a large extent, solve 

the implementation challenges identified in the e-Freight project (see, 

Cane et al., 2012) for implementing the e-Freight multimodal e-Waybill. 

Cane et al. (2012) identified accessibility, communication, 

interoperability, security, ownership, and authentication as the main 

implementation challenges for their multimodal e-Waybill solution, 

which is also based on storage of e-Waybill information at different 

locations. Accessibility concerns having access to the e-Waybill 

information at the right time and place. The identified technical 

requirements (in this paper) for information storage have the potential 

to solve the challenge of accessibility by ensuring that the e-Waybill 

information is accessible where it is stored. The communication 

challenge concerns the capability to exchange e-Waybill information 

between all the actors. This challenge is addressed by the technical 

requirements that concern access control and communication. The 

challenge of security is about authentication and authorisation and can 

be addressed by the technical requirements for read and write access 

control. The ownership of business data is about users having control of 

their business data and it can be ensured by considering the technical 

requirements for encrypting the e-Waybill information and 

synchronisation between the different e-Waybill information storage 

locations.  

It is our belief that the identified technical requirements can be used 

to support the process of designing and implementing the e-Waybill 

service, however, we argue that the organisational preferences also 

need to be considered in the design process, in particular concerning the 

choice of access control mechanisms. An organisation interested in 

implementing the e-Waybill service could include the technical 

requirements discussed in this paper to support the process of choosing 

which of the five e-Waybill solutions to use, as well as to choose which 

technologies to use when implementing the chosen e-Waybill solution.  
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a method for supporting the process 

of designing Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) services, which 

utilizes on primarily functional synergies with already existing services. 

Using synergies between services will enable sharing of resources, such as, 

information entities, functions and technical resources, which in turn may 

lead to reduced costs for implementing services. The method is built 

around an existing service description framework, which is used to 

describe both existing services and the service to be designed. In order to 

illustrate the usage of the suggested method, we have applied it for 

designing a new ITS service, i.e., the Liability Intelligent Transport System 

(LITS) service. The purpose of the LITS service is to support the process of 

identifying when, where and why freight has been damaged, and which 

actor was responsible when the freight was damaged. The LITS service 

may lead to better quality control of consignments and may also facilitate 

the identification of which actor was responsible for the freight damage, 

which is of particular interest in multi-modal transport. By applying our 

service design method we were able to identify that three out of four 

functions of the LITS service already exist in other existing ITS services. 

Therefore, the LITS service can be designed based on synergies with these 

services. 

 

Keywords: freight damage, e-Waybill, ITS services, services synergy, 

service design method 
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1. Introduction 

It has been suggested that the use of different types of Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS) services might lead to positive effects on 

the execution of transport (Mbiydzenyuy et al., 2012). For example, ITS 

services might contribute to reduced congestion, decreased fuel 

consumption, and reduced amount of emissions, by enabling more 

efficient use of vehicles and infrastructure, as well as increased safety. 

However, it has been argued, that service usage is limited due to that 

service providers in general provide services only for their own 

terminals (Kim et al., 2007). Therefore, high service utilization during 

transport will require that the vehicle is equipped with several 

terminals, unless services are developed for open platforms that are 

shared by different service providers. In addition, it has been suggested 

that the utilization of synergies between ITS services can lead to 

reduced implementation costs, which in turn might lead to a higher 

service utilization (Mbiydzenyuy et al., 2008). A possible way to benefit 

from synergies is to bundle multiple ITS services and distribute them as 

packages that are distributed for a shared platform. This would enable 

the same function to be implemented only once even though it is used 

by more than one service in the package.  

We illustrate the concept of synergies between services by giving 

examples of functional, information, and technical synergies between 

the ITS services Onboard Driver Monitoring and Onboard Safety and 

Security Monitoring. The Onboard Driver Monitoring service monitors 

and reports driver conditions in real time, e.g., driver’s actions and 

health. The Onboard Safety and Security Monitoring service monitors the 

vehicle and the freight, e.g., in order to detect theft. A shared function of 

these services is determining the speed of the vehicle. Information about 

the vehicle, i.e., type, id, and size, is needed as input by both services. 

The services share the technical resource sensor to sense human 

presence, which is needed in order to identify presence of human(s) in 

case of an accident.  

There exist several studies (Van der Perre, 2006; Chandrasekaran et 

al., 2002; Talib et al., 2010) in which synergies between ITS services are 

considered. Van der Perre (2006) presented the idea of a platform, 

which is capable of accommodating different services and which can 

support relevant communication media (cellular broadcasts and 
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dedicated short range communication). Talib et al. (2010) argued for the 

need for a service-packaging platform, which is able to offer service 

providers the ability to create reusable service packages. This is possible 

through organizing existing service delivery functions or creating new 

ones. The authors introduced the notion of service packages and a 

pattern-based approach to service packaging. In addition, they 

highlighted the requirements of a platform to enable service packaging. 

Although there are numerous possibilities for utilizing on the synergies 

between different ITS services, there exists, at least according to the 

best of our knowledge, no study that explicitly considers how functional 

synergies can be used in order to designing new ITS services.  

In this paper, we propose an ITS service design method for 

supporting the process of designing new ITS services by utilizing on 

synergies with existing services. By existing services, we here mean the 

services that were identified during different projects in (Jevinger et al., 

2010; Mbiydzenyuy et al., 2008). The proposed method is built around 

the service description framework suggested in (Jevinger, 2012), which 

is used to generate uniform descriptions of both existing ITS services 

and the service to be designed. We illustrate the usage of the method by 

showing how it can be used to generate a design for a new ITS service, 

i.e., the Liability Intelligent Transport System (LITS) service. The purpose 

of the LITS service is to support the process of identifying why, when 

and where freight have been damaged, and in case of multi-actor 

transport, it should also support the identification of which actor should 

be held responsible for the damage. Since it is sometimes difficult to 

identify when freight damage has occurred, it might in multi-actor 

transport be difficult to identify who should be held responsible for the 

damage. Therefore, we believe that the LITS service might have an 

important role in future freight transport. By using a service to detect 

possible freight damage, based on the conditions for transport, it would 

be possible to identify the cause for damages that are not visible to a 

naked eye, e.g., a temperature deviation that has occurred for a short 

time.   

In multi-modal transport, which typically involves multiple actors, 

there are two liability schemes that regulate the amount of penalty that 

should be paid by the actor(s) that is held responsible for freight 

damage, i.e., the Network Liability Scheme and the Uniform Liability 
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Scheme (Daujotas, 2011; Eftestöl-Wilhelmsson, 2007). The major 

difference between these two schemes is how the amount of penalty is 

determined. In the Network Liability Scheme, the penalty is based on the 

transport mode (where the freight was damaged) while in Uniform 

Liability the penalty is identical for all modes of transport (Eftestöl-

Wilhelmsson, 2007; Zanardi, 1999). Regardless of which scheme is 

adopted, there is a need to identify which actor was responsible for 

freight damage. We claim that the LITS service can contribute to 

addressing the problem of identifying the responsible actor for freight 

damages, which can make both of the liability schemes transparent.   

The current paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present 

the service description framework that is used by our method to 

describe services. Then, in Section 3 we present our ITS service design 

method. In Section 4 we illustrate the method by showing how it can be 

used to design the LITS service. In Section 5, we finalize the paper by 

providing some concluding remarks and pointers to future work. 

2. Service description framework  

In this section, we briefly describe the service description framework 

(Jevinger et al., 2012), which suggests how to generate structured and 

uniform descriptions of ITS services. In our service design methodology, 

the framework is used to describe both existing services and the service 

to be designed. The framework defines how to decompose a service into 

different types of components (i.e., input entities, output entities, 

functions, triggers, and the locations where input and output entities are 

needed). These components describe what the service should do, what 

input it needs, and what output it produces. 

A description that has been generated using the framework is based 

on various levels of detail and it is implementation (technology) 

independent. It uses two levels of specification, i.e., an abstract level 

(Level A) and a concrete level (level B), where level B is a further 

specification of level A. Level A represents what tasks should be 

performed by the service, by specifying input and output entities, and in 

particular, when and where these entities are needed. Level B builds on 

the level A description, by describing how the service should fulfil the 

tasks specified in level A. This is achieved by specifying functions and 

triggers.  
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3. ITS service design method  

In this section, we present our method for designing new ITS services by 

explicitly utilizing on, mainly functional, synergies with existing ITS 

services. As mentioned above, the service description framework by 

Jevinger et al. (2012), plays an integral role in the method, since it is 

used to generate uniform descriptions of both the service to be designed 

and the existing services. A pre-step, i.e., Step 0, to the service design 

method identifies relevant ITS services (which might enable synergies 

with the service to be design). This pre-step is an input to the service 

design method. In Figure 1, we specify our service design method. 

Figure 1. Service design method. 

1. Identify functional requirements of the 
new ITS service.

2. Create a structured description of the new 
service using service description framework.

3. Identify possible synergies with the 
existing ITS services.

4. Redesign the new ITS service based on the 
identified synergies. 

0. Identify possible ITS services which may 
enable possible synergies with the new 

service.

 

Step 1 of the method concerns identifying the functional 

requirements of the “new” ITS service. This can be done in different 

ways, however, we have chosen not to specify any particular method for 

identifying functional requirements, because we want the service design 

method to be flexible enough to allow for different types of approaches. 

Step 2 concerns identifying the components of the new service, by 

applying the service description framework. The components specified 

when applying the service description framework represent an initial 

design of the new service, where all the processing is performed by the 

service itself without making use of synergies with existing services. The 

purpose of step 3 is to identify all possible synergies between the new 

service and existing services (identified in step 0), by searching for 

functions and information entities in the existing services that can 
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replace functions in the new service. In Step 4, the initial description (or 

design) of the new service is updated by realizing synergies with the 

existing services. In particular, synergies are achieved when one or 

more of the functions of the new service are replaced by new 

components, as a consequence of “borrowing” functions from existing 

services. For example, a function in the new service can be replaced by 

an input information entity, generated as output by an existing service, 

and a trigger that reacts to the input.  

4. Service design method applied on LITS service 

In this section, we illustrate our ITS service design method by applying 

it in order to create a design of the so-called LITS service. The main 

purpose of this paper is to present an ITS service design method (based 

on synergies with existing services). Therefore, in rest of the paper, we 

limit scope of the LITS service. As discussed in Section 1, the LITS 

service should be able to detect various types of freight damage, which 

might be caused, e.g., by accidents, and temperature deviations. 

However, in the illustration of our method we limit the scope of the LITS 

service, to only consider freight damages related to temperature 

deviations. 

The idea of monitoring the freight damage, which is an integral part 

of the LITS service, is not new. The literature contains several studies on 

freight damage detection during transport. Jedermann et al. (2006) 

proposed a service for monitoring agricultural products, Abad et al. 

(2007) introduced a service for monitoring fish products, Mahlknecht 

and Madani (2007) proposed a service to monitor the inside 

environment of a container for tracking changes, and Carullo et al. 

(2009) proposed a service for monitoring temperature-sensitive 

products. The LITS service, which is considered here, is different from 

the services discussed above, since they are not able to provide all 

functions of the LITS service.   

Step 1. Identify functional requirements of the LITS service 

We have used a scenario-based approach in order to identify the 

functional requirements of the LITS service, where we formulated and 

analysed two scenarios that in different ways involve temperature 

related freight damages.  
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We have used a scenario-based approach, since scenarios are 

considered to be an effective way of identifying requirements of a 

system (Van Lamsweerde and Willemet, 1998). In the literature, 

scenarios have been used for different purposes. Scenarios can be used 

to illustrate behaviour of a system in a certain environment. In the 

system design process, scenarios are used for design exploration, 

requirements elicitation and validation (Sutcliffe, 2003). Scenarios can 

also be used to illustrate real world examples (Sutcliffe, 2003). In this 

paper we have used scenarios to illustrate real world examples of the 

incidents concerning freight damage during transport.  

In our scenarios, we assumed that a consigner is sending freight to a 

consignee, and the transport involves multiple carriers [c1, c2, c3, ..., cn]. 

The carrier may represent different operators. The freight is assumed to 

be in perfect condition at the origin and are loaded into the vehicle by a 

carrier “c1”. The scenarios S1-S2 represent some incidents that may 

occur during a traditional freight transport process.  

S1: While the vehicle is moving towards the destination, one package 

gets damaged due to rise in temperature in the storage environment 

of the freight. This deviation occurs for a short time causing freight 

damage, which is invisible to the naked eye. At a certain stop, c1 

transfers the freight to c2 and since the damage is not visible, c2 

accepts the freight for further transportation. This will result in a 

damaged freight at the end of transport. 

S2: The precondition is that the freight must be placed in a 

temperature-controlled environment during transport. The carrier 

c1 reads the instructions from a waybill about the required storage 

temperature, which should be -20 degree centigrade, but c1 

mistakenly sets the temperature to be 20 degrees. After travelling 

for some time, c1 realizes the mistake and corrects the temperature 

without checking whether the freight has been damaged. Later on, 

c1 transfers the freight to c2, who manually checks the freight 

temperature. If the temperature is suitable, c2 accepts the freight 

and proceeds with the transport until it eventually is handed over to 

the next carrier c3. When c3 arrives at the final destination, it is 

found out that the some of the freight has been damaged due to 

temperature deviations. It is unclear when and where the 
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temperature deviation occurred and who was responsible for the 

damage. 

From the incidents presented in the scenarios above, we derived the 

following functional requirements of the LITS service: 

R1:  The service should be able to detect possible freight damages 

 caused by temperature deviations for a longer time than 

 allowed. 

R2: The service should be able to identify the timestamp for possible 

 freight damage. 

R3: The service should be able to identify the current freight 

 location at the time of possible freight damage.  

R4: The service should be able to identify the actor responsible for 

 the transport at the time of possible freight damage. 

R5: The service should be able to store the information specified in 

 R1, R2, R3, and R4. 

R6: The service should be able to create a report about the 

 information specified in R1, R2, R3, and R4. 

From the requirements above, we conclude that the service should 

have four categories of functions, i.e., monitoring, tracking, tracing, and 

reporting freight damages. Monitoring concerns detecting a freight 

damage. The service should be able to track when and where a damage 

occurred. It should be able to trace information related to the 

consignment and the actor involved at the time of damage. Finally the 

service should be able to store and report the output from the monitor, 

track, and trace functions to a storage location and user respectively.   

Step 2. Applying service description framework on the LITS service  

We applied the service description framework (see Section 2) on the 

LITS service in order to describe how to achieve the requirements R1, 

R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6. This will specify the relevant information entities 

(see Table 1), and the abstract level (see Table 2) and concrete level (see 

Table 3) descriptions of the LITS service.  

Information Entity (IE) Description 

IE1 Unique id of the goods/packages 
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IE2 Current temperature of the environment in which 
goods are being stored 

IE3 Ideal temperature for storing the goods 

IE4 Maximum time goods can resist temperature 
deviations 

IE5 Current location of the goods 

IE6 Time when an actor was responsible for the 
transport 

IE7 Actor id at the time of damage 

IE8 Status of the goods, i.e., damaged or normal 

IE9 Damage level 

IE10 High/low temperature change 

IE11 Timestamp of the possible damage occurrence 

Table 1. Information Entities (IEs) used in the abstract and concrete level 

service description of the LITS service.   

At the abstract level, the relevant input entities to the service are IE1 

and IE6. The service can operate in two ways. It can either acquire all 

the IEs by itself, which we term EPull, or the IEs can be provided by the 

user, which we term EPush. Output IEs generated by the service are IE1, 

IE5, IE7, IE9, and IE11, which can be either reported by the service, i.e., 

EPush, or acquired by the user, i.e., EPull. The output IEs can be 

generated in the vehicle or at the back-office. 

 Inputs information entities (IEs) Outputs information entities (IEs) 

What  {IE1, IE6 } What  {IE1, IE5, IE7, IE9, IE11} 

When  {EPush, EPull} When  { EPush, EPull } 

Where  {back-office, vehicle} Where  {in vehicle, at back-office} 

Table 2. Abstract level service description of the LITS service 

The concrete level specifies the functions (i.e. the processes) that the 

LITS service should execute in order to achieve the abstract level output. 

In Table 3, it can be seen that the output IEs generated by each of the 

functions of the LITS service can be used by other functions of the 

service. The output entities generated by the B1 function can be all used 

by B2 and B3. All the input entities required by B2 are generated by B1, 

and B3 gets some input IEs from the output IEs generated by B1 (IE1, 
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IE8, and IE11) and some IEs from B2 (IE5). Some of the input entities 

required by B4 (IE1 and IE11) can be acquired from the output entities 

generated by B1, B2, or B3. 

Functions 
Input 
entities 

Output 
entities 

Description 

B1 
IE1, IE2, IE3, 
IE4 

IE1, IE8, IE11 

This function identifies and 
reports the goods status by 
monitoring the goods 
environment for any unwanted 
change in temperature. 

B2 IE1. IE8, IE11 IE1, IE5, IE11 
This function is used to identify 
the location of the goods when 
the damage occurred. 

B3 
IE1, IE4, IE5, 
IE8, IE10, 
IE11 

IE1, IE9, IE11 

This function determines the 
damage level (e.g. to what 
extent the goods may be 
possible damaged with 
temperature increase or 
decrease) and the timestamp 
for the damage. 

B4 IE1, IE6, IE11  IE1, IE7, IE11 

This function identifies and 
reports the actor responsible 
for the goods at the time of 
possible freight damage. 

Table 3. Concrete level description of the LITS service 

In this initial design of the LITS service, it executes by first detecting 

the goods status using function B1. If a possible damage is detected, then 

the timestamp of the damage occurrence and the current location of the 

freight are identified using B2. The function B3, identifies the damage 

level. Finally, the actor responsible for the freight at the time of freight 

damage occurrence is identified using B4. The abstract level then 

generates the final output to a user to a storage location, such as, a 

database.   

Step 3. Identifying synergies with existing ITS services  

We conducted a search for functions (of the LITS service), and input to 

these functions, that can be (partially or completely) fulfilled through 

synergies with existing ITS services. Since some of the functions of the 

LITS service can have synergies with more than one service, there 
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should be some sort of criteria for selecting the relevant services to 

consider. Services that are used to provide synergies with the new 

service can be selected based on, e.g., their costs or power consumption. 

In this paper, our criterion for selecting service(s) is based on the core 

function of the service. A core function is the main task performed by 

the service, i.e., the main purpose of a service. For example, the core 

function of a service Estimated time of arrival (ETT) is to predict the 

estimated arrival time of a vehicle. In addition to the core function, there 

may be other functions of the ETT service, such as, data storage. Hence, 

we have identified a number of services that can have synergies with the 

LITS service. However, we have selected only those services whose main 

function include any of the functions in the LITS service.  

Function B1, of the LITS service, already exists in the Notify goods 

physical status (GS) service. Therefore, the LITS service can use the B1 

function from the GS service. The GS service needs freight related 

information as input, such as, id, type, amount, and temperature. It 

generates output about the status of the freight based on temperature 

deviations. We found that the GS service can get some freight-related 

information from the e-Waybill service, i.e., goods id (IE1) and the 

required temperature for storing the freight (IE3) and the maximum 

time the freight can resist temperature deviations (IE4).  

Function B2 determines the current location of the damaged freight. 

This function can be provided by the Real-time track and trace of goods 

(RTT) service, which needs freight related input, such as, global 

positioning and freight identifier. The service generates real-time freight 

location. Instead of implementing a separate B2 function for the LITS 

service, it is possible use the function from the RTT service. The B2 

function will execute only if the status of the goods is reported to be 

damaged by the B1 function. The output entities generated by B1 are 

input to the B2 function.  

Function B3 can use the output generated by B1 and B2 functions. 

The function will execute only if the status of the goods is reported to be 

damaged by the B1 function. Therefore, the output entities by the B1 

function are input to this function. The function also gets input based on 

the output information about the goods location from the B2 function. 

The B3 can also make use of information entities from the e-Waybill. 

Since the e-Waybill has information about the conditions for storing the 
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freight, it can provide the input information entity IE4 to the B3 

function.   

Function B4 has synergies with the e-Waybill service, since the e-

Waybill has information about the freight as well as when a particular 

actor was responsible for handling the freight, i.e., IE1 and IE6. The 

information entities IE1 and IE11 can be sent from the LITS service to 

the e-Waybill and the e-Waybill can return the information entity IE7to 

the LITS service.  

Step 4. Redesigning the LITS service  

Based on the possible synergies identified in Step 3, we redesigned the 

LITS service as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Concrete level design of the LITS service. 

GS service

RTT service

B3 function

e-Waybill 

service

IE1

IE4

IE3

IE2

input to GS
IE1 IE8IE11

input to RTT

output

IE1 IE11IE5

output

input to B3

IE4

IE10

input to B13 IE11 IE1IE9

output

input to e-Waybill

input to B3 IE1output IE7 IE11

 

Figure 2 represents how the LITS service executes based on 

synergies with already existing ITS services. The first two functions of 

the LITS service, i.e., B1 and B2, can be provided by the GS and RTT 

services, since these are the core functions of these services respective. 
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The third function B3, i.e., identifying the fright damage level, gets input 

entities from the GS and RTT services, as well as, from the e-Waybill 

service. Finally, the B4 function can be replaced with the e-Waybill 

service. The e-Waybill service gets input information entities IE1 and 

IE11 from the B3 function of the LITS service and it generates output 

information entity IE7 that can be used by the LITS service as an output. 

The highlighted entities belong to the abstract level of the LITS service 

as the final output from the service. The final output generated by the 

service may be reported to the e-Waybill (to store) for later use or the 

output may be reported to the user of the service.   

5. Concluding remarks 

The main contribution in this paper is an ITS service design method, 

which can be used to design ITS services by explicitly utilizing on 

synergies with existing services. Since the service design method makes 

use of synergies with other services, a service designed using our 

service method could possibly lead to a reduced cost for implementing 

that service. Although the purpose of the proposed method is to design 

new ITS services, we believe, it can also be used to redesign existing 

services.  

 By applying the service design method in order to create a design of 

the LITS service, we verified that there exist components in other 

existing ITS services, such as, information entities and functions, which 

can be used by the LITS service. A general conclusion is that the LITS 

service can be designed using synergies with other ITS services, i.e., the 

e-Waybill, Real time track and trace (RTT), and Notify goods physical 

status (GS). Two of the functions of the LITS service, i.e., the function to 

identify damage and the function to determine the current location of 

the goods can be provided by the GS service and the RTT service 

respectively. The third function, i.e., identifying who is responsible for 

the freight at the time of a possible damage, exists in the e-Waybill 

service and it can be provided by the e-Waybill service. Finally, the 

output information about the freight status can be stored by an e-

Waybill service, therefore the e-Waybill can provide storage 

functionality to the LITS service for storing freight status information. 

Therefore the LITS service has synergies with the GS, RTT, and the e-

Waybill service. The LITS service may have positive impacts in a 

transport process by detecting freight damage and the actor responsible 
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for the damage. The LITS service may lead to better quality control of 

the freight being transported by monitoring and reporting the freight 

status in real-time and will also contribute in making the Network and 

Uniform liability schemes more transparent in case of a multi-modal 

transport.  

In this paper, we have limited the scope of the LITS service by only 

considering freight damages related to temperature deviations. 

However, we believe this limitation will not affect our work, since it will 

be possible at a later stage to redesign and add more functions to the 

LITS service using the proposed service design method. A possible 

direction for the future development of the proposed method is develop 

criteria for selecting which services should be use to provide synergies 

with the service to be design (in Step 4).  
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Appendix 

 

Description of ITS services 

This section provides a short description of each of the suggested ITS 

services, which are discussed in this thesis. For each of the service, a 

description of what that particular service does and its potential users 

are specified. 

 E-call (EC) service provides information about an accident, e.g., 

location of the accident or good type in the vehicle. Users of this 

service are drivers, emergency units, traffic controllers, 

environmental agents, and goods owners.  

 Dynamic Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) service predicts the 

arrival time of goods for a specific destination. Users of this service 

are goods owners and dispatchers.  

 Freight Mobility (FM) service provides freight related information 

such as type of goods, capacity, origin, destination, etc. Users of this 

service are transport planners, infrastructure investment agencies, 

and infrastructure owners.  

 Goods Identification (GI) service helps in identification of goods 

and provides goods information. Users of this service are good 

owners, gate controllers, terminal operators, customs, and 

emergency units.  

 Information on XXL Cargo Transportation (XXL) service provides 

information about the measures that need to be taken for successful 

transportation of XXL cargo over a specific route. Users of this service 

are drivers, infrastructure owners, and traffic controllers.  

 Information on Truck Parking (ITP) service provides information 

about available parking space. Users of this service are drivers and 

parking infrastructure providers.  

 Navigation through a route Network (NAV) service helps in 

deciding about a road choice in a network of roads towards the 

destination. User of this service is a driver who needs up-to-date 

information about a road choice.  
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 On-board Safety and Security Monitoring (OSM) service provides 

information about the vehicle and goods safety status. Users of this 

service are drivers, goods owners, and vehicle inspectors.  

 Real time Track and trace of Goods (RTT) service provides real 

time information about the location of goods. Users of this service are 

goods owners, dispatchers, and traffic controllers.  

 Remote Declaration (RED) service provides real time information 

about the goods and the vehicle from a distance, i.e., before the 

vehicle has reached the gates. Users of this service are goods owners, 

gate agents, loading/unloading agents, tax agents, customs, and 

consignment inspectors.  

 Road hindrance Warning (RHW) service provides information 

about any obstacle on the road and the possible ways to reduce the 

effect of that obstacle. Users of this service are drivers and fleet 

operators.  

 Route Guidance (RG) service provides information about the use of 

a specific route or a choice of routes. Users of this service are drivers 

and infrastructure owners.  

 Sensitive Goods Monitoring (SGM) service provides information 

about the location and status of sensitive goods. Users of this service 

are authorities in charge of sensitive goods.  

 Transport Order handling (TOH) service provides information 

about new incoming transport orders and the already fulfilled 

orders. Users of this service are drivers and transport planners.  

 Weight Indication (WI) service provides information about road 

restrictions and total weight of the vehicle. Users of this service are 

drivers and inspection agents.  

 Notify goods to load/unload (GLU) service provides information 

about goods to load or unload on-board. Users of this service include 

drivers, gate agents, loading/unloading agents, and goods owners.  

 Notify Missing/surplus goods (MSG) service provides information 

about the missing or surplus goods. Users of this service are drivers, 

gate agents, loading/unloading agents, and goods owners.  
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 Notify Goods physical status (GS) service provides information 

about the physical status (i.e., temperature) of the goods. Users of 

this service are drivers and goods owners.  

 Notify Goods waiting (GW) service provides information about the 

goods that are standing for too long in the same location. Users of 

this service are drivers, goods owners, traffic control agents, 

environmental agents, and infrastructure operators.  

 Notify Goods unwanted location (GUL) service provides 

information about the goods that are forbidden to be placed at a 

certain location. Users of this service are drivers, goods owners, gate 

controllers, loading/unloading agents, and warehouse agents. 
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The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate 

potential synergies between an electronic way-

bill (e-Waybill) and other Intelligent Transport 

System (ITS) services. An e-Waybill service, as 

presented in this thesis, should be able to per-

form the functions of a paper waybill (which is 

an important transport document and contains 

essential information about a consignment) and 

it should contain at least the information speci-

fied in a paper waybill. To investigate synergies 

between the e-Waybill solutions and ITS servi-

ces, we present 5 conceptual e-Waybill solutions 

that differ in where the e-Waybill information 

is stored, read, and written. These solutions are 

further investigated for functional and technical 

requirements (non-functional requirements), 

which can potentially impose constraints on a 

potential system that should implement the e-

Waybill service. A set of 20 ITS services are 

considered for synergy analysis in this thesis. 

These services are mainly for road transport, 

however most of them are relevant to be consi-

dered for utilization in other modes of transport 

as well.

For information synergy analysis, the e-Waybill 

solutions are assessed based on their synergies 

with ITS services. For different ITS services, the 

required input information entities are identi-

fied; and if at least one information entity can be 

provided by an e-Waybill at the right location we 

regard it to be a synergy. The result from our sy-

nergy analysis may support the choice of practi-

cal e-Waybill systems, which has the possibility 

to provide high synergy with ITS services. This 

may lead to a higher utilization of ITS services 

and more sustainable transport, e.g., in terms of 

reduced congestion and emissions. 

Additionally, a service design method has been 

proposed for supporting the process of desig-

ning new ITS services, which primarily utilizes 

on functional synergies with already existing 

ITS services. In order to illustrate the usage of 

the suggested method, we have applied it for 

designing a new ITS service, i.e., the Liability 

Intelligent Transport System (LITS) service. 

The purpose of the LITS service is to support 

the process of identifying when, where, and by 

whom a consignment has been damaged and 

who was responsible when the consignment was 

damaged. 
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